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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Proving deeper properties of classes of languages is useful in at least two 
ways. First, our knowledge of the class in question has Increased allowing deeper 
theoretical question be asked and answered. The second benefit becomes substantial 
when the particular property is easily testable ; it then becomes a convenient tool 
for proving that some languages are not in the class. Note that such properties give 
necessary conditions which usually are not suflBcient. Among these properties are 
intercalation properties which sometimes are known as pumping lemmas or itera­
tion theorems. Pumping lemmas provide a powerful tool for proving that certain 
languages do hot belong to some given class of languages. The classic pumping 
lemmas were obtained by Rabin and Scott for regular languages [44], and by Bar-
Hillel, Perles and Shamir for context-free languages [9]. The main advantage of 
such pumping lemmas is in the brevity and clarity of the associated proof 
methods. Because of their simplicity, many pumping lemmas for other families of 
languages were constructed in the same spirit, particularly for C nonregular ) sub­
families of context-free languages. In 1968, Ogden [40] proved pumping lemmas 
for pushdown store and stack languages. Pumping conditions for deterministic 
languages, deterministic one-counter and deterministic ETOL languages were 
presented later by Harrison and Havel [28], Boasson [12] and Ehrenfeucht and 
Rozenberg [20] respectively. In recent years, more pumping lemmas were proved 
for strict deterministic context-free languages of a given degree, LL(k), simple pre­
cedence and real-time deterministic context-free languages [34, 10, 36, 32]. Kl0ve 
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[35] presented a study of more general pumping properties. 
Because the family of context-free languages is central among the language 
families studied In formal language theory [27, 29, 11], with applications in com­
piler design techniques [1, 2, 45] and other areas [51, 14], it would be useful to 
know more about intercalation properties of context-free languages. In this 
research, we study the properties of pumping conditions for various subclasses of 
context-free languages and unify some of them in a more general form. Our first 
result, inspired by the classical pumping lemma of [9], is a pumping lemma for 
nonterminal bounded languages. This pumping lemma is a generalization of a 
pumping lemma for linear context-free languages ( see ex. 6.11 [29] ). In [15], we 
have strengthened these results by proving an Ogden-type pumping lemma in the 
spirit of [39]. 
Horvath [30] studied languages that satisfy the pumping lemma of [9], and 
showed that there are noncontext-free languages at all levels of the Chomsky 
hierarchy that satisfy the pumping lemma. Similar results regarding Ogden's 
lemma are proved in [13]. Likewise, we have produced languages which satisfy 
the pumping conditions ( Ogden-type conditions ) at various levels of the Chom­
sky hierarchy for the family of nonterminal bounded languages. 
At this point, we began a deeper investigation of pumping conditions and 
became aware of other necessary conditions for context-free languages. It turned 
out that there are noncontext-free languages which satisfy ( some or all of ) these 
conditions, rendering ( some or all of ) these lemmas useless in those special cases. 
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Faced with this problem one can try to strengthen the existing pumping lem­
mas as Ogden [39] did to the pumping lemma of [9]. In 1976, Wise [50] obtained a 
strong characterization of context-free languages which has a flavor of pumping. 
( Similar conditions for regular languages were developed by Jaffa [33]. ) However, 
this approach seems to have a weakness as an applicative tool due to its rather 
involved application methodology. Thus, we will not be concerned with such 
strong conditions. In 1978, Sokolowski [49] proved another property of context-
free languages which he showed to be applicable in some cases where the classical 
pumping lemma failed. Grant [24] extended the conditions of [49] to a consider­
ably stronger condition. Finally, in 1982, Bader and Moura [7] strengthened 
Ogden's conditions by proving a generalized Ogden's lemma. 
On the other hand, instead of strengthening an existing pumping lemma, one 
can try to prove a completely new necessary condition. In [46, 42], a new and 
interesting "interchange lemma" for context-free languages was proved. The novel 
feature of the interchange lemma is that new strings in the language are obtained 
by subword-interchanging between words in the language rather than by the 
"standard pumping". The first application of the interchange lemma was a nice 
solution to an open question regarding the language of repetitive strings [6]. 
Another application of the interchange lemma was supplied by Main [37] who 
showed that the language of permutation-containing strings ( over any alphabet of 
at least 16 letters ) is not context-free. In view of all these results, we study and 
compare the various pumping conditions with respect to their power. In [17], we 
have formulated the linear versions of these pumping conditions: the classic 
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pumping condition [9], Ogden's condition [39], and the generalized Ogden's condi­
tion [7]. We have also formulated the linear interchange lemma [19] and then 
compared the interchange conditions to the above pumping conditions ( both in 
context-free and linear cases ) and to the Sokolowski-type conditions [49, 24]. 
The family of deterministic context-free languages is one of the most impor­
tant classes of context-free languages. The main reason for that is in the area of 
parsing, compilation and translation [1, 2]. In 1985, Igarashi [32] presented three 
pumping lemmas for the family of real-time deterministic context-free languages. 
He showed several examples how his lemmas can be used. However, there was no 
known deterministic context-free language that is not real-time but that cannot be 
proved by these lemmas. We prove, by constructing appropriate counterexamples, 
that none of his conditions is sufiBcient. 
In the following chapters we will discuss the above results in greater detail. 
Chapter 2 presents the basic definitions, terminology and includes the classical 
pumping conditions for context-free languages. Chapter 3 presents our pumping 
lemma and Ogden's lemma for nonterminal bounded languages. Also presented are 
a discussion on suflBciency and applications for both. In chapter 4 we compare the 
various pumping conditions ( all of which are special cases of the generalized 
Ogden's condition of [7] ) and the Sokolowski-type conditions for context-free 
languages [18]. We also present the linear analogues of these pumping conditions 
and conduct a comparison between the general pumping conditions and the linear 
pumping conditions [18]. Chapter 5 is devoted to the study of the interchange 
lemmas as presented in [19]. We prove the linear interchange lemma and then 
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compare the interchange lemmas for both context-f ree and linear cases to various 
pumping conditions in both context-free and linear cases. Moreover, we compare 
the interchange conditions with the Sokolowski-type conditions [49, 24]. The rela­
tionships among classes of languages which satisfy these conditions are explored. 
In chapter 6, we present a short study of Igarashi's pumping conditions for real­
time deterministic context-free languages. Chapter 7 contains a concluding sum­
mary. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND SOME BACKGROUND 
In this chapter we will bring together the basic, usually well-known, 
definitions, conventions and results. We mainly follow [1, 27, 29] for our termi­
nology and notation. 
Defining Grammars and Languages 
Definition. A context-free grammar ( cfg ) is a construct G = C  N, T, P, iS ). N and 
T are two disjoint sets of nonterminals and terminals respectively ; P is a 
finite set of productions each of the form A —» a with A in N and oc in 
(NUT )*; the start symbol S is in N. 
We will use V to denote NUT, the vocabulary of G. GA , where A is a non­
terminal of G, will be the grammar resulting from G by making A the start sym­
bol: thus G = Gs. Let X be a subset of V and let w be in V*. i<^Cw) is the number 
of occurrences of symbols of X in w. Thus #r(w) is the number of occurrences of 
terminals in w. #v(w) is the length of w, also denoted by I w I. The language gen­
erated by G is denoted by L(G): a language L is a context-free language ( cfl ) if it 
is generated by some cfg. 
A production A —> a, in a cfg G, is linear if ^ 1. A cfg is linear ( Icfg ) 
if all its productions are linear. A cfl is linear ( Icfl ) if it is generated by some Icfg. 
Let z be a (terminal) word of length n. An integer i, 1 ^n, is a position in 
z. For z we may regard some positions as marked positions or distinguished posi­
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tions ( dp's ) and some as excluded positions ( ep's ). A particular position can be 
both a dp and an ep or, perhaps, neither. We will sometimes write dep to mean a 
dp that is not an ep. The obvious convention that we use here can be extended to 
other combinations. d(z) and e(z) are respectively the number of dp's and ep's in 
z. A word with a marking defined on it is said to be a marked -word. For a more 
precise definition of marking see [27]. 
Remark. When u and v are substrings of z then by d(uv) ( and e(uv) ) we mean 
the number of dp's ( ep's ) in z that occur within the substrings u and v. 
Notation. (1) We will use capital letters for families of languages. Thus CFL and 
LIN are respectively the class of all cfl's and left's. 
(2) e will denote the empty word; unit productions are productions of the form 
A B where A, B are nonterminals: e-production is a production of the form 
A -» e; height of a tree is the length of the longest root-to-leaf path in the tree. 
(3) yield(t) denotes the string derived from the parse tree t. 
Classic Pumping Conditions for CFL 
The first, by now classic, pumping lemmas were obtained by Rabin and Scott 
for regular languages [44], and by Bar-Hlllei, Pedes and Shamir for context-free 
languages [9]. Intuitively, the classic pumping lemma of [9] states that from any 
word in the cfl language which'is long enough, one can obtain other words in the 
language by deleting or by repeating some subwords of the given word an arbitrary 
number of times; thus, the adjectives "pumping" and "iteration". Ogden [39] 
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strengthened the pumping lemma for context-free languages. The additional power 
of Ogden's lemma seems to stem from the use of marked positions which helps to 
cut down the numbers of factorizations considered in the pumping lemma. It is 
known that there exist noncontext-free languages satisfying pumping lemma [30] 
and Ogden's lemma [13] and hence, both of these conditions are not sufficient. Here 
we present the two pumping conditions for CFL mentioned above. 
Pumping lemma for CFL [9] If L is a context free language then there is a con­
stant n ( depending only on L ) such that if z is in L and n 4 I z I then z can 
be written as z = uvwxy such that 
1) Ivwxl <n 
2 )  I v x l  > 1  
3) for every i >0, uv'wx'y is in L. 
Ogden's lemma for CFL [40] If L is a context free language then there is a con­
stant n ( depending only on L ) such that if z is in L and d(z3 ^ n then z can 
be written as z = uvwxy such that 
1) d(vwx) <n, 
2) d(vx) > 1, 
3) for every i >0, uv'wx'y is in L. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
PUMPING CONDITIONS FOR NTBL 
In this chapter we prove a pumping lemma and an Ogden-type pumping 
lemma for nonterminal bounded languages. These are languages generated by non­
terminal bounded grammars, see [3, 4, 8, 22, 27]. Alternately, these are languages 
accepted by finite-turn pushdown automata, see [23]. Nonterminal bounded 
languages are sometimes called ultralinear, [47] but compare [23]. Our pumping 
lemma is a generalization of a pumping lemma for linear context-free languages 
( see exercise 6.11 of [29] ). Similarly, an Ogden-type pumping lemma is a gen­
eralization of an Ogden's lemma for linear context-free languages ( see proposition 
6.6, section v.6 of [11] ). 
This chapter contains three sections. The first section gives preliminary 
definitions and the proof of the pumping lemma and Ogden's lemma for linear 
languages. The second section contains our main results, the pumping lemma and 
the Ogden's lemma for nonterminal bounded languages together with examples of 
their application. In the third section we give counterexamples to show that none 
of these lemmas provides a sufficient condition. In fact, we construct counterexam­
ples at various levels of the Chomsky hierarchy, each of which satisfies the condi­
tions of our pumping conditions. 
Preliminaries 
In this section more basic definitions and notation related to the material in 
this chapter are introduced. We will discuss pumping lemma and Ogden's lemma 
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for linear context free languages at the end of this section with an eye towards a 
generalization to be discussed in subsequent sections. 
Let t be a derivation tree for some marked word in language L = L(G) for 
some cfg G. We define a node n of t to be a branch node if n has at least 2 direct 
descendants both of which have marked descendants. Let q be a leaf of a particu­
lar root-to-leaf path w of t. Then a branch node n on tt is a left branch node 
( relative to tt ) if a direct descendant of n not on the path it has a marked 
descendant to the left of q ; otherwise, n is a right branch node. It should be noted 
that, contrary to the usual definition (cf. Ogden's original proof [39]) the notions 
of left and right branch nodes are not symmetrical i.e., here, a branch node cannot 
be simultaneously left and right. 
We now define the rank functions. Let G = ( N, T, P, S ) be a cfg and let a in 
V* be a sentential form. If the set { ^(|8) I a & j3 } is finite then we let rankCa) = 
max { I a =1» jS } otherwise rank(a) is undefined. A cfg G for which rank(A) 
is defined for every nonterminal A is called nonterminal bounded ( ntbg ). The 
rank of G, rank(G), is max[rank(A)] where A is in N. G is k-nonterminal bounded 
( k-ntbg ) if rank(G) = k. L is k-nonterminal bounded ( k-ntbl ) if it is generated 
by some k-ntbg. Note that rank(w) = 0 for w in T* and for a = (Xia2... in 
» k 
V , rank(a) = J^rankCaj) ; moreover, observe that every ntbg has nonterminals 
i=l 
of rank 1 and that " l-ntbl" and "linear" are synonymous terms. 
Example. The cfl L = { a"b" I n ^ 1 } is generated by the cfg G : S —> ab, S ^ aSb. 
Clearly rank(G) = rankCS) = 1. 
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Let k ^ 1 be an integer and define ( i.e., L L... L, k times ). Then 
is generated by the cfg S -> AA ... A ( k times ), A -» ab, A -> aAb; now, 
rank(A) = 1, rank(G) = rankCS) = k. 
We will use p to denote the maximum number of occurrences of terminals in 
the productions of a grammar, i.e., p = max { I A -• a is a production 
in G }. 
In the rest of this section we will prove a pumping lemma and an Ogden's 
lemma for linear languages. They will serve as a basis for the generalization in the 
following sections. 
Lemma 3.1. ( Ogden's lemma for LIN ) If L is a Icfl then there is a constant n 
( depending only on L ) such that if z is in L and d(z) ^ n then z can be 
written as z = uvwxy such that 
1) d(uvxy) <n, 
2) either each of u, v, w or each of w, x, y contains a marked position, 
3) for every i ^0, uvwxy is in L. 
It is perhaps appropriate to point out here that Ogden's lemmas for CFL and 
LIN differ precisely in condition (1) of the above lemma where in the CFL-case the 
requirement is d(\rwx) 4n rather than d(uvxy) ^n. We should also mention that 
in the classical pumping lemma for linear languages condition (1) reduces to 
I uvxy I ^n [11, section v.6, proposition 6.6]. 
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We will first prove a claim which relates the number of marked positions of a 
word with its derivation tree in a grammar. 
Claim 3.1. Let G be a Icfg without € or unit productions. Let t be the derivation 
maximum number of branch nodes. If C has ^ b branch nodes, then 
d(yield(t)) <bp+l. 
Proof of claim 3.1. By induction on b. For b = 0, it is clear by the definition of 
branch node that d(yield(t)) ^ 1. Now let t be as described in the claim (with 
b > 1). Let B be the label of the first branch node on the path C. Since G is a Icfg, 
the first step in the derivation from B is B «iBijSi where aj, /3i are in T* and 
hence t is as in figure 1. The part of the path C which is in tj has ^b—1 
tree for the derivation A & z, z in T*, and C a root-to-leaf path in t with 
A 
Figure 1 : Derivation tree t 
branch nodes and dCa) = d(j8) 
(b-l)p + 1 and so d(yield(t)) 
= 0. By induction hypothesis, d(yield(ti)) ^ 
= dCaj) + dCjSj) + d(yield(ti)) <p + (b-l)p + 1 = 
13 
bp + 1. We have proved the claim. • 
Proof of lemma 3.1. Without loss of generality we may assume that e is not In L 
and L = L(G) where G = C N, T, P, S ) has no e or unit productions. Put k = I NI 
( cardinality of N ), and n = 2(k+l)p + 2. Let z be in L with d(z) >n and let t be 
the derivation tree for z in G; let C be the root-to-leaf path in t with maximum 
number of branch nodes. 
By claim 3.1, C has at least 2k+3 branch nodes. Let b^.b? bi^+a be the first 
2k+3 branch nodes in the path C. We may assume that at least k+2 of bj bg^+a 
are left branch nodes. The other case can be treated analogously. Let Ij,... ,1^+2 be 
the first k+2 left branch nodes in the sequence bj b2k+3. Since there are k non­
terminals we can find two nodes among I2 1^+2» say le and If such that (1) Ig 
and If are labeled by the same nonterminal, say A, and (2) 1, is an ancestor of If. 
This situation is shown in figure 2. 
w 
Figure 2 : Derivation tree for z 
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Since If is an ancestor of the path along C from the root of t down to 
but excluding If has at most 2(k+l3 branch nodes. By claim 3.1, dCuvxy) < 
2(k+l)p + 1 <n. Since Ij, Ig and If are left branch nodes, each of u, v and w has at 
least one marked position. Hence, condition (2) of lemma 3.1 is satisfied. Finally, 
we have S =|> uAy, A ^  vAx and A w. Therefore, S & uv'wx'y for all i ^0. The 
proof of the lemma is now complete. • 
By defining d(z) = Izl for all z in L, we can easily obtain a pumping lemma for 
LIN. 
Corollary 3.1. ( Pumping Lemma for LIN ) If L is a Icfl then there is a constant n 
( depending only on L ) such that if z is in L and n ^ Izl then z can be 
written as z = uvwxy such that 
1) I uvxy I <n 
2) I vx I ^1 
3) for every i ^0, uv'wx'y is in L. 
Example 1. The language L = | a'b'^%^ I i, j ^ 1 } is not linear. To see this let n be 
the constant of the pumping lemma for LIN and consider z = a^b^^a*^. Then z 
cannot be written as uvwxy with the conditions of corollary 3.1 fulfilled. 
Example 2. Let L = {ai,bi,Ci }. We will use lemma 3.1 to show that L = bl* U 
{ a"bai''bi'''"'"ci'"c" I k, m, n ^ 1 f is not Icfl but L satisfies a pumping 
lemma for Icfl. We will first show that L satisfies the linear pumping condi­
tions with constant 7. Let z be in L, Izl ^7. Then either z = a'ba^bj'"^''C]V 
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for some i, j, k ^ 1 or z = bzj with Zj in In the seœnd case we may fac­
tor z = uvwxy where u = b, v = the first symbol of Zj, w = the rest of z and 
X = y = c. In the first case let u = y = €, v = the first a of z, x = that last c 
of z, w = the rest of z. In both cases, it is easy to see that I uvxy I ^ 7, 
I vx I ^1 and uv'wx'y is in L for all i ^ 0. We will now show that L is not 
Icfl. Suppose L is Icfl and let n be the Ogden's lemma constant for L. Con­
sider z = a"ba]"bi^"c"c" where all positions of a "bi^"c" are marked. Clearly, 
d(z) > n and thus, we can factor z = uvwxy such that the three conditions 
of lemma 3.1 hold. It is obvious that v and x can contain only one type of 
letter and, to satisfy condition (2), at least one of these is within a"bf"c". 
Furthermore, because of condition ( I ), neither v nor x can contain 
occurrences of bj which implies immediately that pumping of z will yield 
strings out of L. Thus condition (3) of lemma 3.1 fails, showing that L is 
not Icfl. 
Pumping Lemma and Ogden's Lemma for NTBL 
We will now prove an Ogden's lemma for nonterminal bounded languages 
which is a generalization of lemma 3.1. As for LIN, a pumping lemma for NTBL is 
easily obtained from the Ogden's lemma. We will first prove an auxiliary claim 
analogous to claim 3.1, then present the proof of the main lemma. 
* 
Claim 3.2. Let G be a ntbg and t be the derivation tree for a derivation A z, z in 
T*. where rank(A) = r. If C, a root-to-leaf path in t with maximum number 
of branch nodes, has at most b branch nodes, then d(z) ^(rb—r+l)p + r. 
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Proof. By induction on r. For r = 1 we have the linear case which has been treated 
in claim 3.1. Now let r >2 and suppose the claim holds for nonterminals of 
rank < r. Let A, G, C, z, t and b be as stated. Starting from the root of t, let 
njC labeled by Aj ) be the first branch node on the path C. The first step in the 
derivation from Ai is Ai ^ q?iBiq;2B2 ... «nBoO-n+i ( n > 1 ) and we have the situa-
« " 
tion as shown in figure 3, where for all i, «j is in T , rank(Bi)=rj, 22rj 4 j=i 
A 
a n+1 
Figure 3 : Derivation tree t 
rank(A|) ^ rank(A) = r, t; has at most b—1 branch nodes and z = aoriyieldCti)... 
yield(tn)an+i)3. Note that a and /3 have no marked positions. We want to show 
that d(z) ^(rb—r+1 )p + r. There are two cases to be considered. 
Case 1 : n > 1. We have r; <r ( i = 1, ... ,n ). By induction hypothesis 
d(yield(t|)) < (rjCb—1) — r, + Dp + r;. Thus 
d(z) = ]^d(Qfj)+ ]^d(yield(ti)) 
i=i i=i 
^ p + XCrjCb—1) — Tj + Dp + 22^1 
i=l i=l 
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< p + J^TjCb-Dp + r 
i= l  
^ p + r(b—Dp + r = ( rb—r+l )p + r 
Case 2 : n = 1. We argue inductively on b. If b = 1, is the only branch node on 
C, d(yieldCti)) 4 1 and so d(z) ^p + 1 <(rb—r+l)p + r. Now assume that b ^2 
and the claim holds for C with less than b branch nodes. By induction hypothesis, 
d[yield(ti)) < ( rjCb-l) - ri + l)p + rj. Thus, d(z) <p + d(yield(ti)) <(rib -
fj + 1 )p + rj <(rb -r + Dp + r. This completes the proof of the claim. • 
Theorem 3.1 ( Ogden's lemma for NTBL ). If L is an r-ntbl and generated by a r-
ntbg G = ( N, T, P, S ) then there exists a constant n ( depending on L ) such 
that if z is in L and d(z) ^ n then z can be written as z = z^z;... Zj .for 
1 < s r , where each Z; can be written as Z; = UjVjWjXiyi such that 
S 
1) ZdCujVjXiyi) <n, 
1=1 
2) either each of Uj, Vj, Wj or each of Wj, X;, y; contains a marked posi­
tion, 
3) for all natural numbers aj^OCl^i^s) ... zj^'^ is in L 
where zf^) = UiVj^WiXj^yi. 
Proof. By induction on r. For r = 1, L is Icfl and we have proved the result in 
lemma 3.1. Let L be r-ntbl and G = ( N, T, P, S ) an r-ntbg such that L = L(G) , 
r  
r ^ 2 , k  =  I N I  = ^ k i  w h e r e  k ;  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  n o n t e r m i n a l s  o f  r a n k  i  i n  G .  P u t  
1=1 
n = (2rk+r+ D p  + r + 1. Consider a derivation tree t for z in L(G3 such that 
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d(z) ^n. Let C be root-to-leaf path in t with maximum number of branch nodes. 
By claim 3.2, the path C has at least 2k+3 branch nodes on it. Let bi,b2,... .bzk+j 
be the first (topmost) 2k+3 branch nodes on C. Among these there are at least k+2 
left branch nodes or at least k+2 right branch nodes. Since there are k nontermi­
nals, there exist branch nodes bf, b; and bj , 1 ^f <i < j, each of which is to be as 
high as possible in C and such that 
( 1 ) bf, bj and bj are of the same type , i.e., either all are left or all are right 
branch nodes ( note that all branch nodes above bf must be of type 
different from bf ), 
(2) b; and bj are labeled by the same nonterminal, say A, 
(3) there is at most one nonterminal B 9^ A, for which there are four ( or 
three ) proper ancestor branch nodes of bj labeled by B ( two of each 
type ), and 
(4) for each nonterminal E distinct from A and the nonterminal B of (3), there 
can be at most two ancestor branch nodes of bj labeled by E ( one of each 
type ). 
It is left to the reader to convince himself that such branch nodes can in fact 
be found. -We will consider two cases depending on the form of the derivation tree 
f  r o m  t h e  r o o t  t o  b j .  
Case 1 : The derivation from S ( the root ) to A ( bj ) uses only linear productions. 
Since bj is an ancestor of bg^+j, the path along C from S down to A ( bj ) excluding 
bj contains at most 2(k+0 branch nodes. By the proof of lemma 3.1, we can write 
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z = uvwxy such that (1) dCuvxy) <2(k+l)p + 1 <n , (2) either each of u, v and 
w or each of w, x and y contains a marked position, and (3) for every i ^0, 
uv'wx'y is in L. Thus, the theorem is obtained with s = 1. 
Case 2 : The nodes bj, bj occur after a nonlinear production : B -> aiBia2B2 • •. 
2^m <r', where rank(B) = r' <r, rank(Bi) = r;, ofj in T* and 
m 
52 Tj ^ r'. This is illustrated in figure 4. The case where B is at the root of the tree 
i=J  
( i.e., S = B ) is easy and left to the reader; in what follows we assume S ^ B. 
S 
a 1 
Figure 4 : Derivation tree for z where the derivation from B 
is the topmost nonlinear derivation step 
From the way bj and bj are chosen it follows that the number of branch nodes on 
r  
the path from S to B is ^ 2 k; + 2 . By linearity of the derivation from S to S' 
i= r '  
each branch node on the path from S to S' can contribute at most p marked posi-
m+l  r  
tions. Thus, we have dCy^y^) + 2 d(a;i) < 2£kip + 2p . Since r >2 and 
i= l  i= r '  
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> 2 It is easy to check that + 2p < 2kjrp - 2rp + 2p. We now 
i= r*  i= r '  i - r '  
n 
consider dCyieldCtj)) for each subtree t;. Put n; = (2r;22kj + Tj + 1 )p + r, +1 
j= i  
for 1 <1 ^ m. 
Claim. There exists I <i <m such that dCyieldCtj)) >nj. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose that d(yield(t;)) < n; for all i. Then 
m+1 m 
d(z) = d('yiy2) + Z dCof;) + ZdCyieldCtj)) 
i= l  i= l  
m+1  m 
< d(yiy2) + Z dCttj) + 
i= l  i= l  
r  m T|  
< 2 Zkjrp - 2rp + 2p + ZlCSfj^kj + rj + l)p + rj + 1] 
i=r '  i= l  j= l  
T m  r '—1 
< 2 Z kjrp — rp 4- 2p + 2p Z n Z kj + mp + r 4- m 
i=r '  i= l  j= l  
r  r '—1 
< 2 Z kjrp + 2r + 2p + 2 22 kjrp ^ 2krp + p + r+rp+l = n 
i=r '  i= l  
This contradicts the assumption that d(z) ^ n. Hence, the claim is proved. 
Let J = { j I dCyieldCtj)) ^ nj } ; by the above claim, 1 < IJI ^ r. By induc­
tion hypothesis, for each j in J, we can write yield(tj) = Zj^Zj^... Zj^^ where 
1 <Sj <rj and each Zjj can be written as zj, = UjjVjjWjiXjjyjj with 
1) ZdCUjjVjjXjiyjj) <nj 
i= l  
2) either each of Ujj, Vjj and •wy^ or each of Wjj, Xjj and yjj contains a marked 
position for all 1 ^i 4sj . 
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3)  Z/r'^ZJ2 .. .  Z j  Sj'' i s  i n  L(GB,). 
Now we will write z ( in figure 4) in the form z = z^zg... z^ , 1 ^ s ^ r where z/s 
satisfy the conditions stated in the theorem. "We will argue in three cases : 
Case 1 : The first Zi is defined to be u^v^w^x^y^ where Uj = yicviyieldCti)... cvh^hi 
vi = Vhi : Wi = Whi ; xi = Xhi ; yi = yni where h = min J. 
Case 2 : The last Zj is defined to be u^VgW^Xgy, where u^ = u,;^ = : 
W; = w,;^ ; Xs = Xfs, Ys = yield(t;+i )...ain+iy2 where / = max J. 
Case 3 : For the interior Zg , 1 <g <s, there are two possible cases. The first is 
when Zg = Zjj for j in J and 1 < i < Sj. For the second case, let h and q be 
consecutive elements of J, i.e., h <q and for h <i <q, i is not in J. We then 
define Zg = UgVgWgXgYg where Ug = u^^, : Vg = ; Wg = w^s^ ; Xg = x^^ ; 
Y g  =  Y h S h a h + i y i e l d C t h + i ) .  . . a ^ .  
We have obtained z = z^zg .. ( s > O. Moreover, s = 22 Sj < ^ rj ^ 
j e J  j € j  
m 
T n ^ r . Thus 1 4s <r. It remains to show that all the conditions of the j=i ^ 
theorem hold. By induction hypothesis and the definition of J we have : 
s  m+1 
^dCujVjXiyi) = d(yiy2)+ Z dCaj) + 22d(yield(tj)) + Z ZcKujiVjiXjiyji) 
i=l i=l j 4 J j c J i=l 
m+1 
< d(yiy2) + E 
1 =1 j 4 J  j e J  
m+1 m 
= cl(yiy2)+ Zd(ai)+ 
1=1 j= i  
But this sum is <n by the proof of the claim shown before. Thus, condition ( 1) is 
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satisfied. By construction of the zfs conditions (2) and (3) are obtained immedi­
ately. Hence the proof of theorem 3.1 is complete. • 
The following pumping conditions are obtained from the Ogden's conditions 
by replacing any mention of the mapping d ( and marked positions ) by the map­
ping I • I ( and the concept of length ). 
Corollary 3.2. ( Pumping lemma for NTBL ). If L is an r-ntbl then there is a con­
stant n ( depending only on L ) such that if z is in L and n ^ I z I then z can 
be written as z = Z1Z2. ..2^ ,1 ^s 4r where each Z| can be written as Zj = 
UiViWjXjyi such that 
S 
1) 22 lUjViWiXiyjl <n 
i= l  
2 )  I V jXj  I  > 1  i  =  1  s  
3) for all natural numbers 3,^0 ( 1 4i 4s ) 
(a . )  (a , )  (a )  ,  _  ,  ( u )  b  b  
Zi Zj ...Zs m L whereZj ^ = UjV; WjXj yj. 
We will now give two examples in which theorem 3.1 is applied. In particular we 
show that the Ogden's condition of theorem 3.1 is stronger than the pumping con­
dition of corollary 3.2. 
Example 1. We will use the pumping lemma for NTBL to show that the language 
L = I ai"'bi"'a2"^b2"^...ait"]li'bif|i' I for 1 4i 4k+1, n; ^ 1} is not k-ntbl. 
Suppose L is k-ntbl and let n be the corresponding constant of the lemma. 
Consider the word z = a"b"a^bf... a^+i bjf+j in L. Clearly, I z I > n 
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and so by the pumping lemma for NTBL z may be written as z = Z^Z;.. .z, 
with 1 ^s 4k, where Zj = UjVjWjXjyi such that the three conditions of 
theorem 3.1 hold. Obviously, for each i, neither Vj nor x, can contain two 
types of letters and moreover, since VjXj e, neither of Vj, Xj can be e. Now, 
z consists of 2k+2 difiFerent letters while at the same time it contains at 
most 2k pieces that get pumped, namely the Vj's and x/s. It follows that at 
least two letters do not participate in the "pumping festivities" and that 
these letters come in pairs a,, b;. In other words, it cannot be that a, does 
not get pumped while b, does. Consider where such an unpumped piece a "b" 
can be located within z; clearly, the only possible places are (l) within yjUj+i 
for some 1 <s or (ii) within Wj for some 1 4s. The first case is 
impossible because then I yjUj+j I ^2n contradicting condition (1) of the 
pumping lemma. In the second case, ai"b" is within Zj and then vj must con­
sist of ae's or bg's for some e <i while Xj must consist of a/s or bf's for some 
i < f. Since Vj and Xj are pumped together this situation is clearly Impossible. 
We conclude that L is not k-ntbl. Note that L is (k+l)-ntbl. 
Example 2. Let I = { a],b;,a2,b2 ar+i'^r+i K We will use theorem 3.1 to show 
that L = { a"ba "'b"'a^'b2'.. .aj+î'b].+î'c" I n, n; > 1, i = 1 r + 1 } 
U bZ* , is not r-ntbl but L satisfies the pumping lemma for r-ntbl. Simi­
larly to example 2 in previous section, we can prove that L satisfies the 
pumping lemma for LIN. Clearly, any language that satisfies the linear 
pumping conditions also satisfies the pumping conditions for NTBL at any 
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rank. Now we will use theorem 3.1 to show that L is not r-ntbl. Suppose L 
is r-ntbl and let n be the constant corresponding to L in theorem 3.1. Con­
sider z == a"ba "b "aj" bg ... ar+ib/Vic" where all positions of a sub word 
z' = a"b"a"b " ...a^+ibr+i are marked, and thus d(z) > n. By theorem 3.1, z 
may be written as z^zg... z^ with 1 ^s ^ r, where z, = UjViWjXiyi such that 
the three conditions of that theorem hold. For each i, each of V; and Xj can 
contain only one type of letter and at least one of them is contained in z' to 
satisfy condition (2). Now z' consists of 2r+2 distinct letters whereas only 
at most 2r pieces of Vj's and x/s get pumped. This implies that there exist at 
least 2 letters that do not get pumped and they must come in pairs of a, and 
b; to keep the correct balance. These pairs of a"b" can be placed either (1) 
within yjUj+i for some 1 ^ j <s or (2) within Wj for some 1 ^s. In the 
first case we have d( yjUj+1 ) ^ 2n which violates condition ( 1 ) of the 
theorem. In the second case, a^b" is within Zj and then vj must consist of 
ag's or bp's for some e < 1 while Xj must consist of af's or b/s for some i < f. 
Clearly, this violates condition (3) of the theorem because vj and xj are 
pumped together. Thus L is not r-ntbl. Again note that L is (r+l)-ntbl. 
Let NTBL(k), OL(k) and PL(k) denote classes of k-ntbl's, languages satisfying 
Ogden's condition ( of theorem 3.1 ) and pumping condition ( of corollary 3.2 ) 
with rank k, respectively. NTBL, and Vh^tbi denote classes of ntbl's, the 
union of OL(k) and PL(k) for k >1, respectively. We can obtain the Inclusion 
relationships among these classes of languages as shown in the diagram of figure 5. 
( Note NTBL( 1 ) = LIN, 0L( 1 ) and PL( 1 ) will be referred to as OL, and PL, in the 
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fol lowing chapters .  )  
The inclusion relationships of the diagram below follow from the definitions ; 
i.e., NTBL(L) G NTBL(2) Ç ... Ç NTBL. 0L(1 ) Ç 0L(2) Ç ... ÇOL^W.PL(L) 
Ç PL(2) G ... G , NTBL G G PL^/w and for each K > 1, 
NTBL 
PL(k+1) 
NTBL(k+1) 
PL(k) 
NTBL(k) 
NTBL(3)  
0L(2)  
NTBL(2)  
NTBL(l)  
Figure 5 : The relationship among NTBL(k), OL(k) and PL(k) 
NTBL(k) G OL(k) G PL(k). It remains to establish the strictness of the above 
inclusion relationships. Let k ^ 1 be any integer. In example 1, we constructed a 
language L which is not in PL(k) and thus not in NTBL(k) and not in OL(k). On 
the other hand L is (k+l)-ntbl and thus in PL(k+l) and OL(k+l). Hence NTBL(k) 
^NTBL(k+0, OL(k) ^OL(k+l) and PL(k) ^PL(k+l). In example 2, we 
presented a language L which is not in OL(k) but in PL(1). Thus L is in 
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PL(k) and hence OL(k) ^PL(k). In [18] ( see also the fourth section of chapter 
4 ), a language L = { z in {a,b}* I z = ab^ =$> p prime } was shown to be in 0L(1) 
but not context-free. This shows that NTBL(k)^OL(k). Hence, we establish the 
properness of the inclusion hierarchy of figure 5. 
Languages Satisfying Pumping and Ogden-type Conditions 
We have seen that lemma 3.1 and corollary 3.1 provide necessary conditions 
for linear languages whereas theorem 3.1 and corollary 3.2 provide necessary con­
ditions for nonterminal bounded languages. We will now consider the question 
whether these conditions are also sufiBcient. More precisely, we will present coun­
terexamples which show that these conditions are not sufiBcient. We start by 
counterexamples, inspired by [30], for pumping conditions followed by those for 
Ogden-type pumping conditions. 
For pumping lemma 
Let Z be an alphabet consisting of at least two symbols and let a, b and c be 
symbols not in Z. Let H be a language over Z ( with e In H ). Define 
LH = { a"bwc" I n ^ 1, w in H } U bZ*. 
It is easy to see that choosing H to be properly cfl ( i.e., cfl but not Icfl ) makes LH 
properly cfl. Likewise, choosing H to be properly context-sensitive ( respectively : 
recursive, recursively enumerable, not recursively enumerable } makes LH properly 
context-sensitive ( respectively : recursive, recursively enumerable, not recursively 
enumerable ). 
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We will now prove that LH satisfies the pumping condition of corollary 3.1 
with n = 3. Let 2 be in LH, I Z I ^ 3. Then either z = A'bzjc' for some i ^ 1 and ZJ in 
H, or z = bzj with Zj in In the latter case we may factor z = uvwxy where u = 
b, V = the first symbol of Zi, w = the rest of z, x = y = e. In the former case we 
factor z = uvwxy where u = y = €, v = the first a of z, x = the last c of z, w = the 
rest of z. It is easy to verify that in both cases the pumping conditions for LIN are 
satisfied. 
Thus we have constructed a family of counterexamples ( in fact an uncount­
able family, see [30] ) at various levels of the Chomsky hierarchy, each of which 
satisfies the linear pumping conditions. Now, it is obvious that any language that 
satisfies the pumping condition for LIN also satisfies the pumping condition for 
MTBL. Hence, by choosing H appropriately we can have LH be ( properly ) at any 
level of the Chomsky hierarchy while satisfying the pumping condition for NTBL. 
For Qgden's lemma 
We will present counterexamples, inspired by [26, 13], to show that although 
Ogden's lemma is an improvement of the pumping lemma, it still does not provide 
sufficient conditions. 
Define Lq = { a^bVd'' I  p, r ^ 1 } U { a^b^c^^ I  1 < p < q and r, s > 1 } U 
{ a^bVd® I 0 <p—q <r+s and p, q, r, s, > 1 } 
It is easy to see that LQ is cfl and by [ 26, lemma 2 ], LQ is not Icfl. Moreover, 
as we will argue below. LQ satisfies Ogden's condition of lemma 3.1 with n = 8. 
Consider z in Lq with at least 8 marked positions, z = w^x^wz X2...WkXkW;^+i 
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where the x/s are all the symbols at the marked positions and w/s are in E*, k ^ 
8. We only need to argue the case where z is of form z = a^b^cy where p, r ^ 1. 
There are 4 possibilities. 
(1) X2 = a. If r > 1 we choose u = w^x^w^, v = X2, x = last d, y = €, and 
w = the rest of string z. Clearly, d(uvxy) ^3. By pumping down we will 
get a word with the number of a's less than the number of b's. Pumping v 
and X up will give a word with the number of a's greater than the number 
of b's and their difference is bounded by the sum of the number of c's and 
d's. On the other hand, if r = 1 then since d(z) ^ 8, p ^ 3 and so we can 
pump a and b. Let v = X2 and x = last b. In this case d(uvxy] ^5. By 
pumping we will get a word of the same form. 
(2) X2 = b. If p > 1 we choose u = WjXiW2, v = X2, x = y = e, and w = the rest 
of string z. Otherwise, p = 1 and thus r ^ 3 in which case we put v = X3, 
X = last d, and u, w, and y are defined accordingly. By pumping v and x in 
both cases, we still get a word in L^. 
(3) X2 = c. This implies that 2r >7 which gives r ^4. Thus, we can pump 
down c and d. We pick v = X2, x = last d, and u, w, and y are defined 
accordingly. Pumping v and x will give a word of the same form and 
thus in Lq. 
' (4) X2 = d. In this case, we pick v = first c, x = x^-i, u, w, and y are defined 
accordingly. Clearly, pumping will give a word of the same form and thus 
in LQ. 
Hence, LQ satisfies all the three conditions of lemma 3.1 and gives an example 
of a context-free language that is not linear but satisfies the linear Ogden's condi­
tions. 
Let H be a subset of natural numbers, I = { a, b, c, d } and define AH = 
{ a"b"c'"d'" I n, m in H }, LH = AH U { a^b^cW I p 5»^ q or r 5»^ s }. By [ 25, 
theorem 1 and corollary 1 ] for appropriate H, AH is properly cfl ( i.e., cfl but not 
Icfl }. Moreover, LH is properly context-sensitive ( respectively : recursive, recur­
sively enumerable, not recursively enumerable ) if AH is properly context-sensitive 
( respectively : recursive, recursively enumerable, not recursively enumerable ). 
We will now prove that LH satisfies Ogden's conditions of lemma 3.1 with n = 4. 
This will show that there are ( uncountably many ) languages that satisfy linear 
Ogden's lemma at various levels of Chomsky hierarchy. Consider z in LH with at 
least 4 marked positions, z = WiXiW2X2...WkXkWij+i where the x/s are all the sym­
bols at the marked positions and w/s are in E*, k ^4. If z is in AH, then we can 
choose u = W1X1W2, V = Xg and w = the rest of string of z. By pumping v, we will 
get a new word with either unequal number of a's and b's or c's and d's. Thus, the 
three conditions of lemma 3.1 are satisfied. 
Now suppose z is not in Ah, i.e., z is of form z = a^bVd® where p 5^ q. The 
case for r #s can be handled similarly. There are two possible subcases; the first 
one is when r 9^s. We choose u = WjXjWj, v = X2 and w = the rest of string z. If . 
V is a or b, we will still have r in any new word obtained by pumping v. On 
the other hand, if v = c or d, pumping v will still give a word with p 5^ q. Hence, 
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in this case, the three conditions of lemma 3.1 are satisfied. In the second subcase, 
we have r = s. Without loss of generality, we assume p > q. There are four possi­
bilities to be considered In this subcase : (1 ) when X2 and X3 are both a's (2) when 
X2 = a and X3 = b (3) when X2 and X3 are both b's and (4) when X2,X3 is c or d. We 
will present the argument for (1) and leave it to the reader to convince himself of 
the other cases. Consider when X2 and X3 are both a's ( note Xi=a). If p - q > 1 
then we put u = W;XiW2, v = X2 and w = the rest of string z. Obviously, a new 
word obtained by pumping v will still have p 5^q. However, if p - q = 1, we 
choose u = W1X1W2, V = X2W3X3 and w = the rest of string z. By pumping v down, 
we have p <q whereas if v is pumped up we have p >q. In both cases, p ?^q. 
We conclude that LH satisfies all the three conditions of lemma 3.1. 
It is obvious that any language that satisfies the linear Ogden's conditions of 
lemma 3.1 also satisfies the Ogden's condition of theorem 3.1. Hence, by changing 
H, we obtain counterexamples at various levels of the Chomsky hierarchy, each of 
which satisfies the Ogden's conditions of theorem 3.1. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
CFL-LCFL NEŒSSARY CONDITIONS - A COMPARISON 
Two famous properties of the class of context-free languages are the ( classi­
cal ) pumping lemma of Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir [9] ( year 1961 ) and 
Parikh's theorem [43] ( year 1966 ). There is no doubt that, beyond the general 
importance of context-free languages, the popularity of the ( classical ) pumping 
lemma stems mainly from the simplicity of its formulation and the ease of its 
application. In 1968 Ogden [39] proved a considerably stronger pumping lemma 
for context-free languages; it has since then been named after its discoverer and is 
nowadays a standard and widely used tool for proving that given languages are 
not context-free. In 1976 Wise [50] has obtained a strong characterization of 
context-free languages which has a flavor of pumping. His characterizations pro­
vide necessary and sufficient conditions for context-freedom but may become 
rather unwieldy in applications. In this paper we will not consider such condition 
because they yield context-freedom. 
In 1978 Sokolowski [49] proved another property of context-free languages 
which was shown to be applicable in some cases where the classical pumping 
lemma failed. In 1982 Grant [24] proved an extension of the Sokolowski's cri­
terion, Nijholt [38] showed that the latter does not provide a sufficient condition: 
Bader and Moura [7] proved a generalized Ogden's lemma by Introducing the con­
cept of excluded positions ( in addition to the distinguished positions in Ogden's 
lemma ). Bader and Moura showed that their lemma Is in fact stronger than 
Ogden's and that it does not provide a sufficient condition for context-freedom. Let 
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us mention in passing that just a slightly weakened version of the main theorem of 
[7] occurs already in the original paper of Sokolowski [49, lemma 2]. The classes of 
languages that satisfy the classical pumping conditions and the Ogden's conditions 
were studied by Horvath and Boasson [30, 13] in 1978. 
A pumping lemma for linear context-free languages was mentioned in [11 
(sect. V, proposition 6.6), 29 (exercise 6.11)] and an Ogden's lemma for linear 
languages was proved in chapter 3. In this chapter the generalized Ogden's lemma 
will be formulated ( see also [17] ). 
We will study the relationships between the various conditions mentioned 
above. First we present the basic definitions and some introductory results. Three 
operations on languages are introduced and their relevance to the classes of 
languages studied in this chapter is indicated. Next we begin the comparison 
between the general pumping conditions and the linear pumping conditions. In the 
last section we give several results related to the extended Sokolowski's condition 
of Grant [24], We show that the generalized Ogden's lemma [7] is stronger than 
Grant's condition ( implying that the latter condition is not sufiBcient ) and we 
prove that there are languages that satisfy Grant's condition but not the classical 
pumping lemma. We end this section by a comparison between the Sokolowskl-
type conditions and the more standard pumping conditions. 
After completion of this research, the authors learned of Horvath's [31] paper 
which contains some related results, mainly with respect to the pumping condi­
tions ( of [9], [39] and [7] ) and Sokolowski's conditions ( of [49] ). 
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Preliminaries and Elementary Results 
In this section we will give some basic definitions, notation and preliminary 
results. We will formulate various pumping-type conditions for context-free 
languages [9, 39, 49, 7, 24] and linear context-free languages [11 (proposition 6.6), 
29 (exercise 6.11), 17] and will prove some elementary relations between them. 
The condition formulated below is a relativized version of the generalized 
Ogden's condition of Bader and Moura [7]. Its special cases include the classical 
( necessary ) conditions of Ogden [39] and Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir [9]. Let K 
be a language. 
Generalized Ogden's Condition relative to K (GOC*") : language L Ç E* satisfies 
GOC^ if there exists constant n such that for every z in L and for every marking 
of positions in z which satisfies d(z) > n®^^^ ^ there exist u, v, w, x, y in E* such 
that z = uvwxy and the following conditions hold : 
(1) d(vx) ^ 1 and e(vx) = 0 
(2) d(vwx) 
(3) for every 1 ^0, uv'wx'y is in L U K. 
The Generalized Linear Ogden^s Condition relative to K (GOQ^) is exactly like 
GOC^ except that the assumption d(z) > ' is replaced by the assumption 
d(z) > n(e(z) +1) and condition (2) is replaced by the condition : d(uvxy) 4 
n(e(uvxy) +1). When K = 0, GOC^ ( respectively GOC^ ) gives Generalized 
Ogden's Condition denoted by GOC ( respectively, Generalized Linear Ogden's Con­
dition denoted by GOC; ). Special, well-known, cases of these conditions are 
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obtained by restricting the functions d and e. Thus GOC ( respectively GOQ ) 
when restricted by requiring e(z) = 0 for all z, gives the well-known Ogdeii's Con­
dition [39] abbreviated by OC ( respectively Linear Ogderr's Condition, abbreviated 
by OQ ). Further restriction of OC ( respectively OC, ) requiring d(z) = I z I for 
all z, gives the Pumping Condition [9], denoted by PC ( respectively, Linear Pump­
ing Condition, denoted by PC, ). 
To formulate the Sokolowski-type conditions [49, 24] we need some further 
concepts. Let I be an alphabet. A binary relation on I* is said to be unbounded if 
for every m there exist x, y in E* such that I x I, I y I ^ m and RCx,y). For x, y in 
Z* we will write x <y if x is obtained from y by deleting at least one symbol. If 
all the deleted symbols are from among the last ( first ) m symbols of y we write 
X y ( X ^ y ). Now we define 
(x,y) (x,y) <-^[x <x&y = y]V [x = x& y<y]V[x<'"x&y ^ y ]. 
Extended Sokolowski's Condition relative to K (ESC^) : language L G Z* satisfies 
ESC^ if for every Ui.Ug.Uj in E* and every unbounded relation R on E*, 
if { uixugyua I R(x,y) } G L then 
3 m V X, y [ I x I, I y I >m&R(x,y) -» 
3x, y[(x,y) <m (x,y) & u^xu^yuj e L U K ]  ] .  
When R is an equality relation on a subset ER where ER £ E with I ER I ^2 then 
ESC^ gives the Sokolowski's condition relative to K (SC^). When K = 0, ESC^ and 
SC^ reduce respectively to Extended Sokolowski's Condition (ESC) of [24] and 
Sokolowski's Condition (SC) of [49]. 
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The name of a class of languages which satisfy ( one of ) these conditions is 
obtained from the name of the condition by replacing the letter C by L; thus GOL^ 
is the class of languages that satisfy GOQ . 
Lemma 4.1. Let CON be any of the conditions GOC, GOQ , OC, OQ , PC, PC, and 
suppose that K and L satisfy CON^ and CON^ respectively. Then LU K 
satisfies CON. 
Proof. Suppose that K and L satisfy GOC^ and GOC^ with respective constants 
ni and ng. Let n = max{ n^, n2}. We will show that L U K satisfies GOC with 
constant n. Consider z in L U K with marking that satisfies d(z3 > n®^^^ \ If z is 
in K then since d(z) > ' and since K satisfies GOC^, there exists a factoriza­
tion z = uvwxy such that (1) d(vx) ^ 1 and e(vx) = 0, (2) d(vwx) ^ e(vwx) + i ^ 
j^eCvwx) + 1 (3) for every i ^0, uVwx'y is in L U K. On the other hand, if z is 
in L then since L satisfies GOC^ with constant n2 and since d(z) > \ z has a 
factorization z = uvwxy with (1) d(vx) ^ 1 and e(vx) = 0, (2) d(vwx) 4 
J^e(vwx) + 1 ^ j^e(vwx) + 1 (3) gvery i ^0, uv'wx'y is in L U K. Hence L U K 
satisfies GOC. The proofs of other cases are very similar. • 
Remark. Lemma 4.1 is useful (for example ) in a situation where L = Lj U L^, 
L2 is Icfl and we want to prove that L satisfies GOC, ; then it is sufficient to con­
sider words in Lj. 
Lemma 4.2. If K satisfies ESC^ ( SC^ ) and L satisfies ESC^ ( SC^ ) then L U K 
satisfies ESC (SC). 
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Proof. Let R be an unbounded relation on E* and u^.u^.u^ in E* such that 
( uixu^yuj I R(x,y) ) Ç LU K. Define binary relations R^Cxiy) <->•[ R(x,y) and 
uixu2yu3 € L ] and RgCx.y) R(x,y) and UiXU2y% e K ]. If R^ is not unbounded 
then there exists a constant r such that for every x, y in Z* [ R^Cx.y) -» ( I x I < r 
or I y I < r ] ]. In that event put = r. Otherwise, R^ is unbounded and 
{ UjXUgyUj I R^Cx.y) } G L. Since L satisfies ESC^, there exists a constant q such 
that for every x, y in I* 
I  x I, I y I >q & RiCx.y) -»3x, y [ (x,y) <, (x,y) & uixugyu^ e LU K ] *) 
In this case put = q. Define in a similar manner and set m = maxCm^, mg). 
Now let X, y in E* be such that I x I, I y I > m and R(x,y) ; since 
UiXU^yUj c LU K, we have either R^Cx.y) or R^Cx.y). If R^Cx.y) then must be 
unbounded and hence, by (*), there exist x and y such that (x,y) <q (x,y) and 
UiXU^yUj is in LU K. Since q 4m we also have (x,y) <m (x.y) and hence LU K 
satisfies ESC with constant m. The case when R^Cx.y) holds (rather than RL(x,y)) 
is argued similarly. 
The proof for SC is similar. • 
The following corollaries follow from lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and the observation 
that if a language satisfies any of the conditions in these lemmas it also satisfies the 
relativized version of that condition. 
Corollary 1. The classes of languages GOL, GOL,, OL, OL/, PL, PL,, ESL, SL are 
closed under union. 
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Corollary 2. Let CON be any of the conditions defined above and let K and L be 
languages over disjoint alphabets. Then K U L satisfies CON iff both K and 
L satisfy CON. 
We end this section with a result which will be used later. 
Lemma 4.3. PL, OL and GOL are closed under concatenation. 
Proof. Suppose K and L satisfy GOC with constants m and n respectively. We 
want to show that K*L satisfies GOC with a constant m + n. Consider z = Z1Z2 
where Zj is in K and Z2 is in L such that d(z) > (m+n)®^^^"'''. Then either 
dCzj) or d(z2) > [or otherwise d(z) = dCz^) + dCzg) + 
^ e ( z 2 ) + i  ^ =  ( m + n ) ® * ' ^ ^ " ' ' ^  c o n t r a d i c t i n g  o u r  a s s u m p t i o n .  W i t h o u t  
loss of generality, assume dCzj) > Since K satisfies GOC with constant m, 
there exist u, v, w, x and y where Zj = uvwxy such that (0 d(vx) ^ 1 and 
e(vx) = 0 (2) d(vwx) (3) for every i ^0, uv'wx'y is in K. Put yj = 
yz2. We have z = uvwxy 1 such that condition (1) holds ; moreover (2) d(vwx) ^ 
j^e(vwx)+i <(01+0)®^^*'''^'*"^ and (3) for every i ^0, uv'wx'yi is in K-L. Hence. K-L 
is in GOL. The proofs for other cases are similar. • 
Language Operations Related to Pumping 
We will now define three operations on languages and then investigate the 
relationship between these operations and the pumping conditions defined in previ­
ous sections. The results will provide us with a systematic way of proving correct­
ness of inclusion diagrams ( like those in figures 9 and 10 ) by allowing a quick 
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way of constructing appropriate counterexamples. 
Let Z be an alphabet which does not include f or g and let L Ç Z*.We define 
three operators : 
a-operation : 
L® = L • { f"g" I n > 1 } U I* • { Pg"" I n, m > 1, n m } U Z* 
r-operation : 
Lt = L • { f"g" I n > 1 } U Z* • 1 fg"" I n ?tm } 
s-operation : 
L? = { f"zg" I z in L, n ^ 1 } U Z* 
The first theorem summarizes the "universal" effect of these operations, i.e., 
without making any assumptions about the argument languages. For notational 
convenience we will denote by the " part" of L' where i is a, r or s. For 
example, L(^) = Z* and L(2) = 2^* * 1 f"g'" ' n 5^ m }. 
Theorem 4.1. For any language L, (i) L® is in PL (ii) L'' is in both OL and 
OL/ (iii) L® is in PL,. 
Proof. It is easy to show that L® is in PL,. We will omit the proof. To see that L® 
is in PL first note that L^) U L(%) is cfl and hence in PL. By lemma 4.1 it suflBces to 
show that L(® ) satisfies PC relative to L(2) U L(® ). Take n = 2 as the PC constant 
and consider z in LQ) with I z I >2. Choose v = the rightmost f, w = € and x = the 
leftmost g. Define u and y accordingly. Clearly z = uvwxy, I vx I >1, I vwx I < 2 
and uv'wx'y in L(®) U L(3J for all i ^0. Hence LQ; satisfies PC relative to 
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L(2) U L(3; and so is in PL. 
To show that L'' is in both OL and OL, we take the constant 2. Since L(2) is 
Icfl, it satisfies both OC and OQ . By lemma 4.1, it sufiBces to show that L^D 
satisfies OC and OQ relative to L(2). Consider z = Zif"g" where is in L, n ^ 1 
and such that d(z) > 2. We will first show that L(i) satisfies OC relative to L(2). If 
the substring f"g" contains distinguished positions we let x = y = €, v = the right­
most distinguished position and define u and w accordingly. Otherwise, since 
d(z) > 2 there must be at least 3 distinguished positions in Zi and we put v = the 
rightmost distinguished position of Zi, x = the first f and u, w, y are defined 
accordingly. In both cases, d(vx) ^ 1, d(vwx) <2 and uv'wx'y Is in L(i) U L(2) 
for all i ^0. Thus, L(\) satisfies OC relative to L(^). As for OC;, if the substring 
f"g" contains any distinguished position then let u = v = e, x = the rightmost dis­
tinguished position and w and y are defined accordingly. Otherwise, take v = the 
leftmost distinguished position, x = the last g and u, w, y are defined accordingly. 
Clearly, in both cases d(vx) ^ 1, d(uvxy) <2 and for every i ^0, uv'wx'y is in 
L('i) U L(2). We conclude that L/D satisfies OC and OC, relative to L(2). By lemma 
4.1, satisfies OC and OC/. • 
We proceed with a technical lemma. For notational convenience, if a word z is 
factorized as z = uvwxy then by z^'^ we denote the word uv'wx'y. 
Lemma 4.4. Let z be a string of the form Zjfg ( fzjg ) where z^ is in I* and f, g 
are symbols not in Z. For any factorization z = uvwxy for which ( 1 ) 
I vx I ^1 and, (2) v and x are within Z;( if nonempty ). we can define an 
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induced factorization of Zj, z, = u^vw^xy; such that (3) z^'^ = z/'^fg ( fz/'^g ) 
for every i ^0 and (4) I Uj vxyi I ^ I uvxy I and I vwjx I < I vwx I. 
Proof. Let z = Zjfg as described in the lemma. Then put Uj = u and define w, and 
yi as follows. If x 5^ e then w^ = w and yj is obtained from y by deleting f and g. 
Suppose X = E. Then if y = € put yi = E and WJ is obtained from w by deleting f 
and g ; if y = g then put yj = e and w, is obtained from w by deleting f ; if y = 
y fg then put y] = y and Wj = w. Obviously, = z^'^fg and since u^, Wj and y, 
are either the same as u, w and y or shorter, we have I u^vxy^ I ^ I uvxy I and 
I vwiX I ^ I vwx I. The case for z = fzjg can be proved similarly. • 
The next result shows how the various classes of languages defined in previous 
section are preserved under the a - and r - operations. 
Theorem 4.2. 
(i) L is in OL ( OL; ) ifiF L® is in OL ( OL; ). 
(ii) Let e be in i a, r }. L is in GOL ( respectively GOL,, ESL and SL ) iff L® 
is in GOL ( respectively GOL^, ESL and SL ). 
Proof, (i) We will only argue the OL; —case. For the OL—case the proof is similar. 
Suppose that L satisfies OQ with constant n. To show that L® is in OL, . by lemma 
4.1, it suffices to show that L(®) satisfies OQ relative to L(2) U L(j) with constant 
n + 2.. Take„z = Zjf'^g'" from L(%) such that d(z) > n + 2. If there is some dis­
tinguished position in the substring f'^g'" and m > 1, take x = the rightmost such 
position, u = V = e, w and y are defined accordingly. Clearly, d(vxj ^ 1, uv'wx'y is 
in L(®) U L(2) for every i ^0 and d(uvxy) = 1 <n. Otherwise, we have d(Z]) = 
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dCz) > n + 2 >n when dCf^g*") = 0 and d(zi) = d(z) - d(fg) > n when m = 1. 
Since Zj is in L which satisfies OQ with conslant n, we can write Zi = uvwxy such 
that (1) d(vx) > 1, (2) d(uvxy3 and (3) for every i >0, uv'wx'y is in L. 
Thus z = Zif^g*" = uvwxy where u, v, w, x are as above and y' = yPg*". Hence, 
condition (1) holds; moreover, (23 d(uvxy ) <n + 2 and (3) for every i ^0, 
uv'wx'y' is in L(i). In both cases, we conclude that L(i) satisfies OQ relative to 
L(2) U L(3). Note that for OL-case, the proof holds by corollary 1 and lemma 4.3. 
Conversely, suppose L® satisfies OQ with constant n. We want to show that 
L is in OL/. If L does not satisfy OQ then there exists Zj in L such that dCzj) > n 
and for every u, v, w, x and y for which Zj = uvwxy, d(vx) ^ 1 and d(uvxy) 
there exists i ^0 such that z/'^ is not in L. Consider z = Zjfg where f and g are not 
distinguished. Then d(z) = d(zi) > n. Since L® satisfies OC; with constant n, we 
may write z = uvwxy such that (1) d(vx) ^ I , (2) d(uvxy) <n and (3) for every 
i ^0, z^'^ is in L®. From (3) we can easily infer that neither v nor x can contain f 
or g. Hence it follows that v and x must be within Zj. By lemma 4.4 and since f 
and g are not distinguished positions, the above factorization of z induces a factori­
zation of Zj = Ujvwjxyi such that (i) d(vx) ^  1 (ii) d(uivxyi) = d(uvxy) ^n. 
Thus there exists i ^0 such that is not in L. But since z^'^ = Zj '^fg this implies 
that z^'^ is not in L® for some i which contradicts condition (33 above. Hence, L® 
satisfies OC/. 
(ii) We will show that L Is in GOL iff U is in GOL. If L is in GOL then by 
corollary 1 and lemma 4.3, L'' is in GOL. Conversely, suppose L'' satisfies GOC 
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with constant n. If L does not satisfy GOC then there exists Zj in L such that 
d(zi) > and for every u, v, w, x and y such that Zj = uvwxy and if 
d(vx) ^ 1, e(vx) = 0 and d(vwx) ^n3(e(vwx) + i) t^en z/'^ = uv'wx'y is not in L for 
some i ^0. Now consider z = Zifg in U where f and g are excluded but not dis­
tinguished. We have d(z) = dCzj) > ~ ^ Since L"" 
satisfies GOC, we may write z = uvwxy such that (i) d(vx) ^ 1, e(vx) = 0 (ii) 
d(vwx) ^ ^ (iii) for every i ^0, z^'^ is in U. By condition (i), v and x 
must be within Zj and thus by lemma 4.4 we can obtain the induced factorization 
of Zi as Uivwjxyi such that (1) d(vx) >1, eCvx) = 0 (2) dCvwjx) = dCvwx) ^ 
j^e(vwx) + 1 ^ j^e(vw,x) + 3 ^ ^ 3(e(vw,x) + 1) there exists i ^ 0 such that z/'^ is 
not in L. But by lemma 4.4 z^'^ = z/'^fg which implies that z^'^ is not in U for some 
i contradicting condition (iii) above. Hence, L satisfies GOC. 
Now we will show that L is in GOL, iff U is in GOL. Suppose that L satisfies 
GOC, with constant n. By lemma 4.1, it suflBces to show that L(^) satisfies GOC/ 
relative to L^z) with constant n. Take z = Zif'"g'" from L(i) such that dCz) > 
n(e(z) + 1 ). If there is some dëp in the substring f^g"*, take x = the rightmost such 
position, u = v = €, w and y are defined accordingly. Clearly, d(vx) = 1 and e(vx)=0, 
uv'wx'y is in U for every i ^0 and d(uvxy) < 1 + e(y) <n(e(uvxy) + 1). 
Otherwise, we have dCf^g"") ^eCf^g"") and so dCz, ) = d(z) — dCf^g*") > 
n(e(z)+l) - eCf^g"") ^n(e(z)+l—eCf^g"")) = nCeCz,)+l). Since Zj is in L which • 
satisfies GOC, with constant n, we can write Zj = uvwxy such that (1) d(vx) ^ 1, 
e(vx) = 0, (2) d(uvxy) <n(e(uvxy)+l) and (3) for every i ^0, uv'wx'y is in L. 
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We use this factorization of Zj to obtain a factorization of z. Thus z = Zjf^g"" = 
uvwxy where u, v, w, x are as above and y = yf^g^. Hence, conditions (1) and 
(3) hold and moreover (2) d(uvxy ) <n(e(uvxy)+l) + eCf'^g'") <n(e(uvxy') + 1). 
In both cases, we conclude that L(^) satisfies GOC, relative to L(2)- Conversely, if 
L'' is in GOL; we can show that L is in GOL^ similarly to the GOC-case. 
The proofs for the a-operation with respect to GOC and GOQ are similar and 
so we leave them out. 
We will now prove that L is in ESL iff L® is in ESL. It is easy to show that if 
L® is in ESL then L is in ESL and so we omit this part. Conversely, suppose L is in 
ESL and we want to show that L® is in ESL. Let Eg = Z U |f, g}. Since 
L(2) U L(3) is cfl, by lemma 4.2, it suflSces to show that L(® ) satisfies ESC relative to 
L(2) U L(3). Let R be an unbounded binary relation over and Uj, U2, U3 in Eg* 
satisfy { uixu2yu3 I R(x,y) } G LQ) (*). We want to show that 
3mVx,y[ Ixl, I y I > m & R(x,y) -» 
3x, y [ (x, y) <m (x,y) & u^xu^yuj e L® ] ] (**) 
If U3 = e then choose m = 2. Let x, y be such that Ixl, lyl > 2 and RCx,y). By (*), 
UiXU2y is of the form zf"g" for some n ^ 1 with z in L. lyl > 2 implies that either y 
contains at least two g's or y contains exactly one f and one g. We can then obtain 
y from y by deleting a g in the former case and fg in the latter. In both cases 
U]XU2y 6 L® and thus (**) holds with m = 2. Otherwise, when Uj e there are two 
cases to be considered. 
Case 1 : U3 has equal number of f's and g's. Then U3 must be of the form 
V3f"g" for some V3 in Z* and n ^ 1. In this case R must in fact be over E* and we 
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have { UiXUzyVj I R(x,y) } G L. Since R is unbounded and since L satisfies ESC, 
there exists a constant m such that for every x, y in Eg 
IX I ,  I  y I > m & RCx.y) -» 3x, y [  (x,  y) <m (x. y) & u^xuzyvj e L ] . 
Clearly, u^xu^yv^ e L Implies that UjXUzyuj e L(®) and so (**) holds true. 
Case 2 : uj has unequal number of f's and g's. Obviously the number of f's 
in U3 must be less than the number of g's. If U3 contains f's put m = 1. Then for 
any x, y with Ixl, lyl > 1 and R(x,y) y must contain f's and we obtain y by deleting 
one f from y. Clearly, u^xugyu^ e L(2) hence (**) holds for m = 1. Otherwise, 
U3 is of the form g^ for some k ^ 1. If k > 1 choose m = 1. Then for x, y such that 
Ixl, lyl > 1 and R(x,y) we define y by deleting one for g from y. Thus 
UiXU2yg^ € L(2) and (**) holds. On the other hand if k = 1, i.e., % = g, then there 
are two possibilities for Ui. If U2 contains for g then we argue exactly as when k > 
1. Otherwise, U2 does not contain f or g and we define a binary relation over L* : 
R (x,y) «-> 3 i ^ 0 [ R(x,yf'"*''g') ]. If R is not unbounded then there exists a con­
stant r such that for every x, y in E* [ R (x, y) -+ ( Ixl < r or lyl < r ) ]. In this 
c a s e  p u t  m  =  r  +  1 .  O t h e r w i s e ,  R  i s  u n b o u n d e d .  T h e n  {  U j X U 2 y  I  R ( x ,  y ) } G L  
because R'(X, y) implies R(x, yf^'^g') for some i ^0 and so by (*), we have 
UiXU2yf'"^'g'g 6 L(® ) which implies that u^xugy e L. Since L satisfies ESC, let s be 
the corresponding constant. In this case put m = s + 1. Now let x, y be in Eg such 
that Ixl, lyl > m and R(x,y). By (*) UiXU2y% E LQ) and y must be of the form 
yjf^'^g' for some i ^0 with yj in E*. Clearly R (x, yj) holds. If R is not 
unbounded, then R'(X, yj) and Ixl > m = r + 1 implies that lyjl < r. Thus If'^'^g'l = 
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lyl — lyj > m — r = 1 and so y has at least two f's. We can then obtain y from y 
by deleting one f and get iiiXU2y% c L(2). Otherwise, R is unbounded. If i ^ 1 we 
obtain y by deleting one f from y and so u^xugyuj e L(2). Otherwise, y = y^f and 
so Ixl, lyl > m = s + 1 implies that Ixl, lyjl >s. Thus, we have Ixl, ly,! >s and 
R'Cx.yj). Since L satisfies ESC with constant s, there exist x, y^ such that 
(x,yj <s (x,yi) and u^xuzyi € L. This Implies that u^xuzyifg € I/o i.e., 
UiXU2yUj € U where y = yjf. Since s < m, clearly ( x, y) <, (x, y) implies 
(x, y) <m (x,y) and thus (**) holds. Hence we conclude that L® is in ESL and the 
proof is complete . • 
To explain the intuitive idea of our next result let A and B be classes of 
languages, A C. B , and let f be a language-theoretic operation. Then our result is a 
kind of "downward bridge theorem" in the sense that : 
L not in B ^ f(L) not in A . 
This becomes useful when f(L) is in B because then we have a separation result : 
f(L) is in B but not in A . We now present our last theorem of this section. 
Theorem 4.3. If L is not in PL (PL, ) then L® is not in OL (OL, ). 
Proof. We will first show that L® is not in OL. Suppose L^ satisfies OC with con­
stant n. Since L does not satisfy PC we can choose Zj in L such that I Zj I > n + 1 
and for  every u,  v ,  w,  x  and y  such that  z .  =  uvwxy,  i f  1  vx I  >1 and I  vwx I  <  
n + 1 then = uv'wx'y is not in L for some i ^0. Now consider z = fzjg in L^ 
where all positions of Zj are distinguished but f and g are not distinguished. We 
have d(z) = I Zj I > n + 1 > n. Since L' satisfies OC, we may write z = uvwxy 
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such that (i) d(vx) ^ 1 (il) d(vwx) <n (iii) for every i ^0, Is in L\ By condi­
tions (i) and (iii), v and x must be within Z\ and thus by lemma 4.4 we can obtain 
the induced factorization of Zi as UjVWixyi such that I vx I = d(vx) ^ 1 and 
I vwjx I < I vwx I '^d(vwx) +1 4n + 1. Since L does not satisfy PC there 
exists i ^0 such that is not in L. By lemma 4.4, we have z^'^ = fz^'^g which 
implies that is not in U for some i ^0. This contradicts condition (iii) above. 
Hence, L® does not satisfy OC. The OL^ -case is similar. • 
Comparison between Context-free Pumping Conditions (PC's) 
and Linear Context-free Pumping Conditions (PC/s) 
Bader and Moura [7] have shown that CFL ^ GOL ^OL. It is also well-
known that OL ^ PL. These results together establish the correctness of the inclu­
sion diagram of figure 6 where the languages Kj will be defined later. 
Figure 6 : Hierarchy of languages satisfying various 
pumping conditions 
With respect to LIN we prove the generalized Ogden's lemma. 
Theorem 4.4 ( The generalized Ogden's lemma ). LIN G GOL;. 
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Proof. Let G = C N, T, P, S ) be a Icfg for L with k nonterminals and put n = 
(k + Dp. Let z in L satisfy d(z) > (e(z) + l)n and consider a derivation tree t for a 
derivation S 4» z. Let C be a path in t with maximum number of branch nodes. 
Since d(z) >(e(z) + l)n Xe(z) + l)n - p + 1 = ((k + iXe(z) + 1) - Dp + 1, 
claim 3.1, chapter 3, implies that C has at least (k + DCeCz) + D branch nodes. 
We divide the uppermost part of C into e(z) + 1 subpaths, each containing k + 1 
branch nodes. Since there are k nonterminals, each subpath i must have two branch 
nodes with the same label, say A|, i = 1, .e(z) + 1. Thus, there exist two 
strings of terminals v, and Xj ( called a pumping pair ) such that A| ^  aiBj/Sj =|» 
VjAjXi where Aj and B; are in N. Since the upper Aj is a branch node, v.Xj must con­
tain at least one distinguished position. Starting f rom the top of path C, we 
proceed through the subpaths until we find a pumping pair that contains no 
excluded positions. Such a pair surely exists because there are e(z) + 1 distinct 
pairs but only eCz) excluded positions. Call this pair v, x which now obviously 
satisfies (1) and (3) of GOQ. 
It remains to show that condition (2) holds as well. Suppose that v, x are in 
the (g+D-st subpath from the top of C and let A be the corresponding nonterminal 
( i. e., A = Ag + ] ). For each subpath above this one, the pumping pair contains at 
least one excluded position. Thus eCuvxy) ^g. By the definition of g, the subpath 
( along the path C ) from the root of t to the direct ancestor of the lower A con­
tains at most (k + iXg + D - 1 branch nodes. Hence, by claim 3.1 d(uvxy) < 
((k + Dig + D - Dp + 1 ^(k + DCeCuvxy) + Dp - p + 1 <(e(uvxy) + Dn. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. • 
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Remark. With some small modiiàcations in the above proof, we may obtain a 
slightly stronger version of the generalized Ogden's lemma. Specifically, in condi­
tion (1) we can have either each of u, v, w or each of w, x, y contain at least one 
distinguished position while v and x having no excluded positions. 
Corollary 3. (Linear Ogden's lemma ). For any Icfl L, L satisfies OQ . 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of theorem 4.4. ( see also lemma 3.1, 
chapter 3 ) • 
Like in the case of generalized Ogden's lemma for context-free languages, see 
[7], the generalized Ogden's lemma for LIN is stronger than Ogden's lemma for 
LIN. In fact, relationships similar to those depicted in figure 6 hold for the respec­
tive linear conditions, see figure 7. The languages M; will be defined below. 
Figure 7 : Hierarchy of languages satisfying various 
linear pumping conditions 
We have seen two pumping hierarchies, the ( general ) context-free : CFL ^ 
GOL ^ OL ^ PL and the linear context-free : LIN ^ GOL, ^ OL, ^ PL,, see 
figures 6 and 7. We will now study the relationships between the two hierarchies. 
1 2 3 
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i.e., we will put Ihe inclusion diagrams of figures 6 and 7 into one comprehensive 
picture. Generally speaking, we will see that the linear and the general pumping 
conditions are orthogonal as suggested by figure 8. 
The tools used to prove the correctness of the diagrams will be the corollaries 
of lemma 4.1, lemma 4.2 and the results of the previous section. In figure 8 
there are twenty "areas of interest" numbered by integers 1 to 20. L; denotes a 
language that will fit in the area i. 
© 
Figure 8 : Comparison between context-free 
and linear pumping conditions 
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Define Mj ( in figure 7 ) to be the language { Il 4p <q and r, s ^ 1 } U 
{ a^b^cy I p, r ^ 1} U { a^bVd' I 0 <p—q < r+s and p, q, r, s ^ 1 }. By the 
lemma of Greibach [26, lemma 2] Mj is not Icfl and so it remains to show that Mi 
satisfies GOC;. Since the first and the last "parts" of Mj are Icfl's, by lemma 4.1 it 
sufiBces to show that the second part satisfies GOQ relative to the other two. Con­
sider z = a^b^cW where p, r ^ 1 with a marking that satisfies d(z) > 4(e(z) + 1). 
Then z has at least 5 distinguished positions which are not excluded. Since p = r = 
1 is impossible there are three cases to be considered, (i) p = 1 (iij r = 1 (iii) p > 1 
and r > 1. We will argue the third case and leave the other two to the reader. Let s 
and t be the leftmost and rightmost distinguished but not excluded positions of z 
respectively. There are four subcases of which only one will be discussed in some 
detail. This case is when s = a ( i.e., the symbol in position s is a ). If t a then 
let v = s, X = t and define u, w and y accordingly. Clearly, d(uvxy) <e(uvxy^ + 
2 <4(e(uv xy) + 13 and pumping will either produce a word of the same form 
( when t = b ) or words with number of a's < b's or words with number of a's > 
b's with the difference bounded by the number of c's plus the number of d's 
(when t = c or d); in all these cases the resulting words are in M,. Otherwise, if t = 
a then not all b's, c's and d's can be excluded ( if they were, we would have e(z) = 
e(aP) + p + 2r ^p + 2r implying 4(e(z) + O ^4(p + 2r + 1) > 2p + 2r ^d(z) and 
contradicting our assumption on z ) and we let x to be the rightmost such nonex-
cluded position. Define v = s and u, w and y accordingly. Then d(u) <e(u), d(y) < 
e(y), d(x) = e(x) = 0, d(v) = 1, e(v) = 0 and so d(uvxy) < 1 + e(uvxy) <4(e(uv 
xy) + 1). Again pumping will produce words in Mj. The other subcases, when s is 
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b or c or d, are argued similarly. 
Let Lj be the language Mj. Since Lj is cfl and was shown to be in GOL; —LIN 
it exactly fits area 1. In [7], the language K, = i z in {a,b}* I z = (abO^ =?> q 
prime } was proved to be located as shown in figure 6. Let L2 be the language Kj. 
To show that Lg fits area 2 we need to show that L2 satisfies GOQ. We will show 
that it does so with constant n = 3. Consider z in L; with d(z) > 3(e(z) +1). 
Then z has at least four distinguished but nonexcluded positions and we will argue 
in two cases. 
Case 1 : z is such that a deletion of any single symbol of z results a string in 
Lg. In this case put v = the leftmost distinguished but nonexcluded position in z, 
x = y = e and define u and w accordingly. Obviously, d(uvxy) <e(u) + 1 < 
3Ce(uvxy) + 1) ; d(vx) = 1 and e(vx) = 0 and uv'wx'y is in L2 for every i ^0 ( the 
case i = 0 follows from our case assumption ). 
Case 2 : z has a symbol which when deleted will result a string not in L^. 
Without losing generality suppose that this symbol is a. Then z must be of the 
form z = (ab)^a(aby where q,r ^0 and q + r is not a prime. If r = 0 then z has a 
distinguished but nonexcluded position other than the last a. So we put v = the 
leftmost distinguished but nonexcluded position in z, x = y = e and u and w are 
defined accordingly. We then have d(vx) = 1 and e(vx) = 0, d(uvxy3 ^e(u) + 1 < 
3(e(uvxy) + D and pumping will produce words ending with a and hence in L]. 
Suppose now that r > 0. Then z has substring aa and at least one distinguished but 
nonexcluded position outside the two adjacent a's. Let v be the leftmost dis­
tinguished but nonexcluded position outside the substring aa: let x = y = e and 
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define u and w accordingly. It is easy to check that the three conditions of GOQ 
hold. Hence L2 fits exactly in area 2. 
Next consider the language L5 = { a^bVd"" Il ^r | U { a^b^c'd® I I < 
p and p-q <max(r, s) | U { a^b'^c^'d® II ^r <s and s-r <max(p,q) } U 
{ aPb^c^'^'M^I p, q, s > 1 1. It is a standard exercise to show that L5 is not in PL and 
so we will argue that L5 satisfies GOC, thus placing L5 in area 5. Since the last 
three "parts" of L5 are Icfl's, by lemma 2.1 it suflQces to show that the first part 
satisfies GOQ relative to the last three. Consider z = a^b^c'^d'^ where 1 ^ p ^ r 
with a marking that satisfies d(z) >4(e(z) + 1). Then z has at least 5 distinguished 
positions which are not excluded. Moreover, not all d's are in excluded positions 
because if they were, we would have e(z) ^ r which implies that 4(eCz) + 1) ^4r + 
4 > 2(p + r) ^d(z). This contradicts our assumption. Similarly, not all c's are In 
excluded positions. Since we cannot have p = r = 1 there are two possibilities (i) p = 
1 (ii) p > 1. In the first case, consider a word z of form z = abc''d'" where r ^2. 
Let s and t be the leftmost and the rightmost distinguished but not excluded posi­
tions of cW. If s and t are both c's, there exists some nonexcluded position in d\ 
and we let v = s and x = the rightmost nonexcluded position in d\ If s = c and t = 
d then let v = s and x = t. Otherwise, when both s and t are d's, there exists some 
nonexcluded position in c's, and we let v = the leftmost nonexcluded position in c'' 
and X = t. In all of the above cases define u, w and y accordingly. Clearly, d(u) < 
e(uj + 2, d(y) ^e{y), d(vx) ^ 1 and e(vx) = 0. Thus, d(uvxy) <e(uvxy) + 4 < 
4Ce(uvxy) + 1) and pumping will produce words of the same form and thus in 
L5. Now assume that p > 1. Let s and t again be the leftmost and the rightmost 
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distinguished but not excluded positions of z. There are three subcases to be con­
sidered. The first is when s = a or b. In this subcase let v = s and x = the rightmost 
nonexcluded position of d'' and define u, w and y accordingly. Pumping a and d 
will produce words In the second or the fourth part of L5 whereas pumping b and 
d will produce words in the second or the third part of L5. The second subcase is 
when s = c. If p < r then let v = s and x = the rightmost nonexcluded position of 
d"". Define u, w and y accordingly and pumping will produce words of the same 
form. Otherwise, z = a^b^cW where p ^2. Then by our assumption on z, there 
exists some nonexcluded position in a^. Let v = the leftmost nonexcluded position 
of a\ x = t, u, w and y are defined accordingly. If t = c, pumping will give words 
in the second or the third part of L5; otherwise, when t = d we will pump a and d 
and obtain words in the second or the fourth part of L5. The third subcase is when 
s = d. If p < r then let v = the leftmost nonexcluded position of c\ x = t and 
define u, w and y accordingly. Otherwise, we argue as in the second subcase when p 
r. Again pumping will produce words in Lj. Clearly, in every case d(u) ^e(u), 
d(y) <e(y), d(vx) ^ 1 and e(vx) = 0. Thus, d(uvxy) <e(uvxy) + 2 <4(e(uvxy) + 
1 ) and we conclude that L5 is in GOL^. 
Now let K2 = L3 = L5, K3 = L4 = L5 : by theorem 4.1 and 4.2, the languages 
fit the appropriate areas in the figures 6, 7 and 8. Next observe that the context-
free language Ljg = i a^b'^'^'^c'" I k, m ^ 1 } fits area 16. Invoking again the results 
of previous section we immediately conclude that languages M2 = Lj = and 
Mj = Li2 = also fit their corresponding areas. 
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We have established the properness of the respective inclusions of figure 6 and 
figure 7 and are now in a position to apply corollary 2 to fill the remaining areas of 
figure 8. In the following definitions new languages are defined by union and we 
stipulate that the two languages on the right-hand side are over disjoint alphabets. 
Let Lg = L5 U Lg ; Ly = Lg U L12; L9 = L2 U Lg; LJQ = L3 U Lg; Lu = L4 U Lg; 
Lij = L2 U L12; Li4 = L3 U L12; LI5 = L4 U L12! LJ7 = L2 U Ljei 
Lis = Lj U Lj^: LI9 = L4 U LJ^; L20 = L5 U Lj^. It is easy to check that these 
languages fit exactly in the areas indicated by their respective indices. We may 
summarize our results as follows. 
Theorem 4.5. The diagrams of figures 6, 7 and 8 are correct. 
Comparison between PC's and Sokolowski's Conditions (SC's) 
In [49], Sokolowski formulated the condition SC which he proved to be 
satisfied by all context-free languages ; he gave examples of languages that do not 
satisfy SC but do satisfy the classical pumping condition PC of [9] thus illustrat­
ing its potential utility. In [38], Nijholt observed that SC does not provide a 
sufiBcient condition for context-freedom and Grant [24] formulated ESC, a consid­
erable strengthening of SC. 
In this section we begin the comparison between ESC and SC on one hand and 
GOC, OC and PC on the other. We first disgiss results which are directly con­
cerned with the conditions themselves. Then we complete the comparison, as 
shown in figure 9, by applying the technical results obtained previously ( see also 
[16] ). 
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Figure 9 : Comparison between context-free pumping 
and Sokolowski-type conditions 
Our first result is that the generalized Ogden's condition is stronger than the 
extended Sokolowski's condition. 
Theorem 4.6. GOL Ç. ESL. 
Proof. Let L Ç Z* satisfy GOC with constant n. Let R be any unbounded rela­
tion on Z* and let Ui, Ug, % be in L* such that { u^xu^yua I R(x,y) ) S. L. Put t = 
lu, I + I U21 + I U31, m = n^"^^ and consider Xj, X2 e I* that satisfy I Xj I, I X2 I > 
m and RCx,, X2). Then z = U1X1U2X2U3 is in L and we define a marking on z in 
which the positions in the Uj's are all excluded whereas the positions in Xj and X2 
are all distinguished. We have d(z) = I x, I + IX2I > 2m > = ^^eCz) + 1 
hence by GOC we may write z = uvwxy so that the three conditions ( of GOC ) 
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hold. There are three cases to be considered. 
Case 1 : v and x both fall within Xj. Then by pumping v and x down we obtain Xj 
such that Xi <Xi and U1X1U2X2U3 in L. 
Case 2 : v and x both fall within Xg. By pumping v and x down we obtain X2 such 
that X2 < Xg and U1X1U2X2U3 In L. 
Case 3 : v falls in x^ and x falls in X2. By condition (2) of GOC, d(vwx) ^ 
J^e(vwx) + 1 ^  j^e(u2)+i ^ ^ t+1 _ and so by pumping v and x down we 
obtain Xj and x, such that (xj, X2) <m (xi,X2) and U1X1U2X2U3 in L. 
In all cases L is shown to satisfy ESC and hence the theorem is proved. • 
In [24], Grant did not consider the question of whether ESC is sufficient to 
guarantee context-freedom. Theorem 4.6 shows that ESC is not sufficient. We now 
give three examples of languages which satisfy ESC but not PC ( and hence are not 
context-free ). Our first example is L = { a*" I r composite } and our proof will use 
some (possibly interesting) number-theoretic ideas. Sufficient background in 
number theory can be found in [5, 48]. 
To show that L satisfies ESC is quite easy. For any unbounded relation R and 
any Uj. u,. U3 in Z* such that { ujxujyuj I R(x,y) } Ç L let m = 2. If Ixl, lyl >2 
and R(x,y) then uixu2yu3 = a"" for some composite number r larger than 5. If r-1 is 
composite then let x = x and y is obtained from y by deleting one a. If r-I is prime 
then r-2 is composite and in this case put x = x and y is obtained from y by delet­
ing two a's. In both cases ( x,y) <, (x,y) and u^xuzyuj is in L showing that L 
satisfies ESC. 
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To show that L does not satisfy PC let, by way of contradiction, m be the PC 
constant for L. We will show that there exists a composite number n > m such 
that for every k = 1,2 m there exists an I such that (n - k) + k-Z is a prime; 
this clearly contradicts our assumption. Let p^.p^,.. • ,Pt be all the primes 4 m and 
t 
define P = %%p|. Consider the system of congruences 
i=l 
X = 1 (mod Pi) (*) 
i = 1,2,... ,t. By the Chinese remainder theorem there exists a natural number HQ 
which satisfies (*) and hence so does ng + q-P for all integers q. Since 
{ no + q*P I q ^0 } is an arithmetic progression there exists a qo such that 
n = no + qo P is a composite number which satisfies (*) and is > m. Note that 
gcd(n—k,k) = 1 for every k = 1,2 m because if p is a prime which divides both 
k and n-k then p = pj for some 1 <i ^t and this contradicts n = 1 (mod p;). By 
the theorem of Dirichlet on arithmetic progressions [5, chapter 7] each of the m 
sequences { k-/ + (n—k) I / ^ 1 }, k = 1,2,... ,m, contains infinitely many primes. 
This means that for every 1 <k <m there is an I such that a"~'^(a^)' is not in L, 
showing that L does not satisfy PC. 
Let us now consider the complement L® = { a^ I p prime }. It is a standard 
exercise ( e.g., [29, exercise 6.1(c)] ) to show that U is not in PL ( and hence is not 
context-free ). To see that L*^ is in ESL let R be any unbounded relation on {a}* 
and Uj,U2,U3 be any words in {a}* such that { u^xu^yu^ I R(x.y) } ç 
Recall that for any real number z, 7r(z) is the number of primes ^z. By 
Finsler's inequality ( see for example [48, p.403] ) 7r(2n) — rKn) > (n/ 3 log 2n) 
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and hence lim [ 7r(2n) — 7r(n) ] = oo. It follows that 
n-*oo 
for every k there exists such that 7r(2n) — 77(n) > k for all n (**) 
3 
Coming back to our problem, let k = I Uj I and let m^ ( ^5 ) be the 
i=i 
corresponding constant. Define m = m^ — 1 and let x, y be words for which Ixl, 
lyl > m and R(x,y). Without loss of generality suppose Ixl 4 I y I. Then w = 
uixu2yu3 is in L'^, Iwl = k + Ixl + lyl and since k + Ixl ^ m^ there are, by (**), more 
than k primes between k + Ixl and 2k + 21x1. We need to show that there is at least 
one prime between k + Ixl and k + Ixl + lyl. If 2k + 21x1 > k + Ixl + lyl then (2k + 
21x0 — (k + Ixl + lyl) = k + Ixl — lyl ^k, and since there are more than k primes 
between k + Ixl and 2k + 21x1, and since primes cannot be consecutive there must be 
at least one prime between k + Ixl and k + Ixl + lyl. On the other hand if 2k + 21x1 ^ 
k + Ixl + lyl the conclusion is immediate. In both cases we may let x = x and y be 
obtained from y by deleting as many a's as is required to make IUiXU2yUjl = 
lu^xugyujl prime and hence UiXU2yu3 in The number-theoretic argument 
ensured that y is long enough to allow that many deletions. It follows that 
satisfies ESC. 
The third example of a language that is in ESL but not in PL is L = { a' \ r  ^
n! for all n ^ 1 ). To show that L does not satisfy PC let, by way of contradiction, 
m ^ 2 be the PC constant for L. Then pumping k ^ m letters in yields a word 
of length 2m! + k(m!(m-l)/k) = (m+1)! which is not in L. We will omit showing 
that L satisfies ESC since the argument is similar to the one given above to show 
that the language of composite numbers satisfies ESC. 
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We will now employ the technical results obtained in previous section to 
show that none of the ten areas in figure 9 is empty thus proving the correctness of 
that inclusion diagram. In [7] the language Li = { z e {a, b|* I z = (ab)'^ ^ q 
prime } was shown to be in GOL but not in CFL. Denote by L4 the language { a*" I 
r 5^ n! for all n ^1 }; we have seen that L4 fits exactly into area 4 in figure 9. 
Define L; = L/ and L3 = L4®. By theorem 4.1 is in OL and L3 is in PL; by 
theorem 4.2 L; is in ESL but not in GOL and L3 is in ESL but not in OL. We con­
clude that L2 and L3 fit exactly into areas 2 and 3 respectively. The language L7 = 
{ a"b"c" I n ^ 0 } is not in PL, easily seen to be in SL and not in ESL [24] ; thus it 
exactly fits area 7 in figure 9. Putting L5 = L? and Lg = L? and using the previous 
results we can show similarly that L5 and Lg exactly fit the respective areas 5 and 
6 of figure 9. Finally let LJQ = { xx I x in { a, b, c }* }. It is again an easy exercise to 
show that Lio is not in SL and not in PL and hence in area 10. Putting Lg = Ljo 
and L9 = Ljo and using similar arguments, we obtain languages that fit exactly into 
areas 8 and 9 of figure 9. We summarize these results officially. 
Theorem 4.7. None of the ten areas in figure 9 is empty. 
One drawback of SC is that any language over one-letter alphabet satisfies SC. 
We now show that ESC does not share this disadvantage. 
Example. We will show that the language L = { a''" I n ^ 0 } is not in ESL. Let 
Uj = Ui = U3 = € and let R(x,y) iiT 3 k : Ixyl = 4"^ and x = y. Obviously R is 
unbounded and { u]xu2yu31 R(x,y) } G L ( since equality holds in fact ). 
Suppose m is the ESC constant for L ( m ^3 ) and let x = y = a"^*" Then 
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xy = ' + 2^" ' = a'*" is in L, R(x,y) holds and for any 1 
Ixa'^l = + k #4' for every i. Also by deleting at least one but at most 
m symbols from x and y we will obtain a word xy with Ixyl = 4"" - k 
where 2 ^ k ^2m. Clearly, Ixyl is not of the form 4' for any i. Hence, we 
conclude L is not in ESL. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
THE INTERCHANGE CONDITIONS (ICS) 
In a previous chapter we have studied and compared the various pumping con­
ditions with respect to their power. In this chapter we compare the interchange 
conditions to these pumping conditions : the classic pumping condition [9], Ogden's 
condition [39]. generalized Ogden's condition [7], linear versions of the above condi­
tions [17], and the Sokolowski-type conditions [49. 24]. In addition we formulate 
an interchange condition for linear context-free languages and compare it with the 
other conditions. 
The chapter is organized as follows. First we give the main definitions and set 
our terminology. We formulate the interchange conditions for context-free and 
linear context-free languages. Two operations on languages are defined and their 
relevance is indicated. In a later section we prove the interchange lemma for the 
linear languages. We then compare the interchange conditions with various 
context-free pumping conditions, linear pumping conditions and Sokolowski-type 
conditions, respectively. An interesting, and perhaps somewhat unexpected result 
here is that the interchange condition for context-free languages is strictly stronger 
than the Sokolowski's condition [49] while being incomparable with the extended 
Sokolowski's condition [24]. 
Defining IC's and Operations on Languages 
In addition to the basic definitions introduced in previous chapters, we will 
present some notation and some background material for the interchange condi­
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tions [42, 37]. 
For a set Q we will "use IIQII to denote the cardinality of Q. For a language L, 
L" is the set of all words of length n in L. However, when E is an alphabet, I" 
denotes the set of all words of length n over E. 
Let n, i, m be integers such that i, m ^ 0, n ^ 1, and i+m ^ n. The sequence 
of positions [i+l,i+2, • • • ,i+m] is an (i,m)-\vindow (relative to n). An m--window is 
an (i,m)-window for some i ^ 0 and a M-indo-^^- is some (i,m)-window. When 
applying this terminology to a string of length n we identify a window with the 
substring that "can be seen through it". Thus for the string z = a^ag ' ' " a^, the 
substring a|+ia;+2 • • • a^* is the (i,m)-window in z. For a set of strings R G E" 
we define an operation of "interchanging windows" by: 
IWjmCR) = { xwy I 3u, V, z  [  I  X I  =  I u I  =  i  ;  I  w  I = Iz 1 = m ; xzy, uwv € R] }. 
Example, (i) Let n = 4 and R = {abac, cabb}. Then 
IWo,2CR) = {abac, cabb, caac, abbb}. 
(ii) Note that more generally we haveIWi_ni({z}) = {z}, R Ç iWi ^CR) and 
R = IWo,„(R) forR Ç E". 
This operation of interchanging windows is at the heart of the interchange condi­
tion of [42] which we formulate next. 
Interchange Condition (IC): A language L G z* satisfies IC if there exists a 
constant c such that for every n ^ m ^ 2, and for every On — L" there exists a 
subset R G Qn for which: 
(1) IIRII ^ and (2) IW; ^ (R) G L" for some i^O and k, m ^ k > 
c-n'^ ' -
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The Linear Interchange Condition (IQ ) is the same as IC except that the con­
ditions CO and (2) are replaced by the respective linear conditions: 
(1, ) IIRII > , and (2, ) IWj^^CR) ç l" for some i > 0. 
Besides the obvious difference in the lower bounds of ( 1) and (1, ) note that in 
the linear case we can choose the exact size of the window while in the general cfl-
case we can only choose bounds on the size of the window. We will denote by IL 
(IL; ) the class of languages that satisfy IC (IQ ). Following immediately from the 
definitions we have : 
Corollary 1. (l) IL; G IL. 
(ii) Every language over a one-letter alphabet is in IL; (and hence in IL). 
To facilitate our proofs we will present two operations on languages. Their 
relevance to our study will be in that they will provide a systematic tool in con­
structing appropriate counter-examples. In chapter 4 we have defined similar 
operations, including the s-operation, and have supplied the necessary proofs. For 
completeness, we state the properties related to s-operation again here. Note that 
L® is similar to the a-operation defined in chapter 4. 
Let E be an alphabet that does not include f or g and let L be a language over 
I. Then the operations are the following. 
e-o Deration : 
Le = I 2fngn | z in L, n > 1 } U Z* 
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s-o Deration : 
L» = { pzgn I z in L, n ^ 1 f U I* ( as in chapter 4 ) 
The first theorem shows how these operations can force languages to satisfy 
the pumping conditions and the second theorem allows one to locate languages that 
satisfy Ogden conditions but not the pumping conditions. Since the proofs are 
similar (and not difficult) we will leave out those that relate to pumping and 
present only those that relate to interchange conditions. 
Theorem 5.1. For any language L (i) L® is in PL (ii) L' is in PL,. 
Theorem 5.2. If L is not in PL (respectively PL, ) then L® (respectively L^) is not 
in OL (respectively OL, ). 
Our next result relates the e- and s-operatlons with the interchange condi­
tions. We have seen that any language over a one-letter alphabet satisfies IQ (and 
IC). Here we strengthen this observation. 
Theorem 5.3. Let L G { a }*. Then L® and L® are in IL, (and hence in IL). 
Proof. The argument for the two cases is similar and so we will only treat the e-
case, showing that L® satisfies IQ with constant c = 2. Let n ^ m ^ 2 and a 
subset of (L®)". Define the following subsets of Qi,: 
A = { z in On I 2m = a } 
B = { z in On I Zm = .8 } 
Cj = { z in On I z = a'f^g"^ and = f } 
Note that IIC,II ^ I and that there can be at most m — 1 such C/s. Let R be one of 
those subsets above which has the largest cardinality. Clearly R G On 
1^0,— L®. Furthermore IIRII = maxdIAII; IIBII: 1), implying 
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(m + D ' I I R I I  >  I I A I I  + IIBII + 22 llCjH = IIQ„(I 
i<m 
and henœ IIRII ^ ^ ^"-L Thus satisfies IQ . • 
m + 1 2m 2n 
Linear Interchange Lemma 
It was shown in [42] that CFL Ç. IL. We will now show the analogous 
result LIN Ç. IL;. Since the proofs are similar to those in [42] we will just outline 
the arguments. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a Icfg (linear cfg) generating a language L 
and let r ^ 2 be the length of a longest right-hand side of any production in P. 
Let n and m be integers with n ^ m ^ r. 
Lemma 5.1. For each z in L" there exists a nonterminal A in N and a derivation of 
the form S 4» wAy & wxy = z with m ^ I x I > m — (r — 1). 
Proof. Starting from the root of a derivation tree for z, keep walking down along 
the " nonterminal spine" until you reach a node v with at most m leaves under it. 
Let this node be labeled A and let x be the (terminal) word derived from A. Obvi­
ously, m ^ I X I. The nonterminal which labels the parent node of v derives a 
w o r d  l o n g e r  t h a n  m  a n d  h e n c e  I x l + r — l > m .  •  
As in [42], for any Qn G L" (where L = L(G) for Icfg G) define: 
Q„(i,A,j) = { wxy e Qn I I w I = i, I y I = j, S =!> wAy wxy }. 
Lemma 5.2. For any subset Qn G L" there exist integers i. j ^ 0 such that 
m ^ n — i — j>m — (r — 1) and a nonterminal A such that 
^ IINII-U-l>n" 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1 0» = U Qn(i,A,j) where the union is over all nonterminals A 
in N and all integers i,j > 0 for which m>n-i — j>m - (r—1). Hence IIQnII = 
IIU ^ E IIOnO.A,j)ll. Since the number of terms in the sum is bounded 
by IINII*(r+l)'n the lemma follows. • 
Theorem 5.4. (Interchange Lemma for LIN) LIN Ç. IL;. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a Icfg with r = 2 and L = L(G). Let c = IINII and 
apply Lemma 5.2. See [42]. • 
Comparison between IC's and PC's 
In this section we will compare the interchange conditions with the pumping 
conditions. The final results are depicted in the inclusion diagram of figure 10 (or 
the (I,C)-plane of figure 12). In effect we will show that none of the fourteen 
"areas" of that diagram is empty. 
figure 10 : Relationship between Interchange and 
context-free pumping conditions 
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We now proceed to prove the correctness of the diagram in figure 10. Con­
sider the languages: Li = 1 a'"b'"c"d" I m, n ^ 1 } , 
Lz = i z in {a,b}| I z = (ab)^ ^ q prime } , 
Lj = { z in {a,b}* I z = ab") q prime }. 
Lj Is in CFL but not in LIN, see [25]. Lz was shown to be in GOL but not In CFL 
and Lj was shown to be in OL but not in GOL [7]. To place Lj (i = 1,2, 3) into 
area i of figure 10 we need to show that Lj satisfies IC,. Since the proofs are simi­
lar we will argue only that L? satisfies IC, with constant c = 6. Let 2 < m < n 
and On — ^2' If n is odd or twice a prime, then take R = On- Obviously 
I IRI I  > and IWom(R) G Lg. Otherwise, n = 2t with t composite. Define the 
on 
following subsets of Qni 
A = { zinQn 
B = { ZinQn 
C = { ZinQn 
D = { ZinQn 
E  =  { z i n Q n  
F = { z in Qn 
z ends with a [ 
z starts with b } 
Zj = Zj+i, for some i <m } 
Zj = Zi+i, for some i > m > 
Zm = Zm+1 = a } 
Zm = Zm+i = b } 
Let R be one of the above sets with the largest cardinality. Obviously 
1^0,— ^2 and IIRII > showing that L, is in IL,. 
Now, the language L5 = { aflp prime } is not in PL while by a corollary in a 
previous section L5 satisfies IC, : hence L5 fits exactly in area 5 of figure 10, By 
theorem 5.1(1), L4 = Lj is in PL, while by theorem 5.2 L4 Is not in OL and by 
theorem 5.3 L^ is in IL, ; thus L4 falls exactly into area 4. 
Next consider the language L^ = { xuu'^#vv^y I x, u, v, y in Z* } , where 
E = |a, b, c} and w^ denotes the reverse of w. Obviously L(, is context-free and 
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hence it is in IL. 
Claim 1. Le is not in IL/. 
Proof. Suppose Lg satisfies IQ with constant c. Let n ^ 2 be an integer that 
satisfies 9.2^^"""^^ > 9c*(4n+1 and let 
04n+i = { uu^#vv® I lui = I vl = n;Ui ?^U;+i and vj 5^ Vj+i for 1 < i <n }. 
Then Q4n+i G L^"+\ IIQ4n+i" = (3'2"~^}^, and for each w in Q^n+i, w does not 
contain a sub word of the form except itself. Let m = 3n + 1. By IQ 
there exists R G Q4n+i and an i > 0 such that IWi ^CR) Q Lg"^' and 
IIRII > ' By our assumption on n, IIRII > 9*2""^. On the other hand let 
c*t4n+lj 
r = uiu2u#vviv2 and s =XiX2X#yyiy2 be two strings in R such that I Uj I = 
I Xi I = i and I U2U#vvi I = I X2X4^yi I = m; i.e., U2U#vvi and X2X#yyi can be 
interchanged. This means that r'= UiX2X^yiV2 and s'= XiU2U#vvjy2 are also 
in Lfi and hence by definition of Q4n+] we must have x = (x^x;)^ = X2^* and also 
X = (U1X2)'' = X2^* implying that Xj = Uj. Similarly we must have y2 = V2. It 
follows that all the strings in R have an identical prefix of length i and an identical 
sufiBx of length n — i. This implies that for words in R we " are free" to choose at 
most the U2- and Vj- parts, i.e., a total of n positions and this means that 
IIRII ^ 3^-2"~^ contradicting an earlier conclusion. This contradiction proves the 
claim and places Lg in area 6 of figure 10. • 
In [42] the language of repetitive strings Lu = { uxxy I x 5^ c and 
X, y, u in Z* }, E = {a, b, c}, was shown not to be in IL. We will show that Lu 
is in GOL. Let w be in Z"^. A position i, 1 ^ i ^ I w I, is said to be deletable if 
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the word resulting from w by deleting w, is in Lu- 8(w) denotes the number of 
deletable positions in w. 
Claim 2. For every /3 € Z"*", 1/31 ^ 5 , ô(/3) ^ y I ^ I. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the fact that each block of five letters has at 
least one deletable position while each block of six has at least two deletable posi­
tions. • 
Claim 3. satisfies GOG with constant n = 5. 
Proof. Let z = (v3/3y be in Ljj with a marking that satisfies d(z] > 5®^^^ \ Thus 
z has at least 6 dëp's. If there is such a position within a, let v = leftmost such 
dëp, X = w = € and define u and y accordingly. Similarly, if there is a dëp within 
y let X = rightmost such dëp, w = v = c and define u and y accordingly. In both 
d(vx) = 1 and eCvx) = 0 
d(ywx) = 1 < 5.(vwx)+i 
and uv'wx'y is in for all i ^ 0. 
Now suppose that neither a nor y has any dëp's. Then dCay) ^ eCay) and 
l8j8 must have at least 6 dëp's. If one of these is also deletable then we let it be v, 
X = w = € and u, y are defined accordingly. It is easy to see that the three condi­
tions (*) hold. Finally assume that none of the dëp's Is deletable. We first show 
that i8/3 has at least two deletable positions which are ëp's (i.e., nonexcluded). 
Note that 1/3/31 ^ 6. If /3/3 had at most one deletable position which is ëp then 
S(j8/3) ^ e(/3i8) + 1 and hence using claim 2 dCjS^S) ^ I /3j81 < 56(j8i8) < 
5(eC/3/3) +1) which implies d(z) = d(/3/3) + d(a-y) ^ 5(e(i3j8) H- 1) + e(ay) ^ 
YU) + 1 contradicting our assumption. We conclude that /3j8 has at least two 
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deletable positions which are ëp's, as well as at leasi six dëp's. Define v and x  as 
the closest pair of letters within /3|8 such that Ci) one of them is deletable and ep 
while the other is dep. and (ii) there are at least four positions between v and x. 
Define u, w and y accordingly. It is easy to see that such v and x always exist. 
Since every block of five letters has a deletable position (within itself) and since v 
and X are never in the same block of five letters it follows that deleting v and x 
creates a repetition, i.e., uwy is in Ljj. Obviously uv'wx'y is in Lu for i > 1. 
Since w can have at most four dëp's, d(w) ^ e(w) + 4. Also, d(vx) = 1 and 
eCvx) = 0. Thus d(vwx) = d(vx) + d(w) < e(w) -f- 5 = e(vwx) + 5 < i 
and the claim is proved. • 
To complete the proof of correctness of the diagram of figure 10 we need the 
following: 
Claim 4. All of the classes of languages GOL, OL, PL, GOL;, OL;, PL,, IL and IL, 
are closed under union. 
Proof. For the pumping classes the proof is given in chapter 4. Let Lj satisfy IC 
with constant q, i = 1,2, and let L = Lj U Lj. For any n ^ m ^ 2 and any 
Qn Q L" let Qn be On H Lj, i = 1, 2. Since L, satisfies IC there exists R; such that 
IIRjl! ^ i = 1, 2 and 
qn 
IWr.k(Ri) Ç Lj for some r ^ 0, ^  <k ^ m 
(Rz) — ^2 for some s ^ 0, -^ </ ^ m. 
Without loss of generality assume that IIRiH ^ IIR^II. Put R = Rj. Then R Ç 
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and IWjiç(R) G L; G L for some r ^ 0 and <k ^ m. Also 
IIRII > VaCllRill + IIR2II) > 
Cin- Cin^ 2cn^ 
2 
n'll ^ IIQif 
-T- + 
an 
where c = maxCcj, Cg). Thus L satisfies IC with constant 2c. • 
We can now use claim 4 to fill the remaining areas of our diagram. In the fol-
lowing definitions, each of the form Lj = Lj U L^, we will assume that Lj and 
are over disjoint alphabets. Let 
L7 — L2 U Lg) Lg = Lj U Lgj L9 = L4 U Lg; Lio = L5 U Lg; 
LI2 = L3 U Ljj; LI3 = L4 U Lu; Lj^ = L5 U L^. 
It is easy to check that each language Lj , 7 < i < 14 fits exactly into area i of our 
figure 10. This completes our analysis of the relationships between the interchange 
conditions and the (general) pumping conditions. We summarize in 
Theorem 5.5. The diagram of figure 10 is correct, i.e., none of the areas in the 
diagram is empty. 
Comparison between IC's and PQ's 
In this section we will study the relationship between interchange and linear 
pumping conditions. The result is shown in figure 11 which we present here with 
the various areas numbered for our convenience. 
The language Kj = { a^b^c'^d'" I p, r ^ 1) U { a^bVd® I I < p < q ; r, s ^ 1 } 
U I aPb^^cM® I p, q, r, s ^ 1 ; 0 < p—q ^ r+s } 
was shown in chapter 4 ( see also [18] ) to be in GOL; but not in LIN (the latter 
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part follows from a lemma of Orel bach [26]!). 
.IL 
OL 
,GOL 
LIN 
Figure 11 : Relationship between interchange and linear pumping conditions 
To place Kj in area 1 we will prove the following: 
Claim 1. Kj satisfies IQ with constant c = 3. 
Proof. Let m, n be integers such that n > m > 2 and let Q„ G Kj". Define the 
following subsets of Qn-
A = { zinQn 
B = { ZinQn 
C j  =  {  Z i n Q n  
D j  =  {  Z i n Q n  
E 
Fk 
{  Z i n Q n  
=  { z i n Q n  
Z m  — 8 )  
Zm = d) 
Zjn = t) , #a(z) = i } 
Zm = C , #aCz) - j = , #c(z) = #d(z) 1 
Zm = C , 1 < #a(z) <%(z) } 
Zm = C , #a(z) + #b(z) = k . 0 < #a(z) - #b(z) < #j(z) + #d(z) 
Note that i ^ m—1, j ^ ~2~ ^ 4 m—1. Let R be one of the sets above 
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which has maximum cardinality. Then IIRII'[3+(m-1) + jCm—0/ 2 J + (m—1)] ^ 
IIQnII and so IIRII ^ ^ ^ ^— It is easy to see that IWo ^ ^CR) Ç K, and the 
claim is proved. • 
Let K2 = {z in {a,b}*lz = ab^ ^ q prime }(= L3 of figure 10). In [18] we 
have shown that Kg is in OL^ but not in GOL,. In the previous section we have 
seen that K; is in IL; ; thus Kg fits area 2. 
Next put K4 = {a^ I p prime} (= L5 of figure 10). Obviously K4 satisfies IQ 
and not PQ ; hence it is in area 4. Define K3 = By theorem 5.1 K3 is in PL; 
and by theorem 5.2 it is not in OL,. By theorem 5.3 K3 is in IL, and hence it 
exactly fits area 3 of figure 11. 
Define now K9 = {uxxy I x e and u, x, y in I*} (= Ln of figure 10); K9 
was shown not to be in IL [42, 46] and we have shown in the previous section that 
it is in GOL. Using similar arguments we can prove that K9 is in GOL; implying 
its placement in area 9 of figure 11. Using disjoint union and the fact that all the 
classes of languages discussed here are closed under union we can fill areas 10, 11 
and 12 by the respective languages Kio = Kg U K9, Kn = K3 U Kg and 
K]2 — Kij U K 9 .  
It remains to fill the " vertical areas" 5, 6, 7 and 8. These are the areas that 
separate IQ and.IC and in tjiç following discussion we will t^ to shed some light 
on the difference between those two conditions. 
Let a ^ 1 and b > 0 be two integers and let f and g be two letters not in E. 
We define an operation on languages L Ç I* by 
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L(a,b) = { f'wg' I Iwl =ai+b,i> 1 ,wÇL} U { f^xg" I n 9^ m , xEZ* }. 
The first property of this operation is that it forces languages into GOL,. 
Theorem 5.6. L(a,b) is in GOL;. 
Proof. Since the second " part" of L(a,b) is Icfl, we only need to consider z = f'wg' 
where w € L, Iwl = ai + b for some i ^ 1 and z has a marking such that d(z) > 
k(e(z) +1} where k = max{ a+2, b } + I. If there exist some dëps among f's then 
let V = the leftmost dëp in f, let x = y = e and define u and w accordingly. Other­
wise, if there exist some dëps among g's then let x = the rightmost dëp in g', let u = 
V = € and define w and y accordingly. Finally, if there are no dëps among f's or g's 
then there must exist some ëp among f's ( otherwise we would have e(z) ^  i which 
implies that k(e(z) + 1) ^k(i + 1) >(a+2)i + b = Izl ^d(z) contradicting our 
assumption ). Thus we let v = the leftmost ëp in f, x = the rightmost dëp in w and 
define u, v and y accordingly. Clearly in all cases, d(u) ^e(u), d(y) ^ e(y), 
d(vx) = 1, eCvx) = 0. Therefore, d(uvxy) <e(uvxy) + 1 < k(e(uvxy) + 1) and, 
moreover, pumping produces words in L(a,b). Thus L(a,b) satisfies GOQ . • 
Next we show that IL is closed under this operation. 
Theorem 5.7. If L is in IL then so is L(a,b). 
Proof. Let Li = { f^xg" I n 7^ m . x^Z* } and Lj = L(a,b) - Lj; since L, is cfl it 
satisfies IC. Let c and Cj be the IC-constants of L and Lg respectively and let 
n ^ m ^ 2 be integers with On — L(a,b)". Partition On into two sets, 
A = On n L] and B = On ^ Li. Since Lj satisfies IC with constant c? and B Q Li", 
there exists a subset Rg Ç B for which : 
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(i) IIR2II ^ _!1^ and (ii) IW; k(R2) G for some 1 > 0 and m > k > 
C2'n^ • 2 
Note that for some n the set A is empty and for such n we let R = Rg. Otherwise, 
there are two cases to be considered. 
Case 1 : 2 4 m 4 « = Put = {w€L I f'wg' € A} and note that 
a+2 
Qa G L". Since L satisfies IC with constant c there exists a subset R^ G QA FOR 
which: (i) IIR/^II ^ and (ii) IWi^CR^) — L" for some j ^ 0 
ca^ cn"^ 
and m ^ k > Define Ri = {f'wg' I w€R^ , i = }. Clearly, R^ G A G 
Qn and also IW, .kC^i) G L" for / = i+j and m ^ k > Furthermore 
IIRjII = IIR^II and so HRjH = IIRy^ll > Now choose R to be the set with the 
cn 
larger cardinality among Rj and R2. We have (c+c2)n^ IIRII ^ cn^llRill + 
Cgn^lIRgll > IIAII + IIBII = IIQnII and so the condition IC is satisfied in this case. 
Case 2 : 2 ^ ck- < m. Here we can take Rj = A, / = k = m and have 
IIRjII = IIAII > and IW, k^^Ri) G L". The rest of the argument is as in 
cn^ 
case 1. 
It follows that L(a,b) satisfies IC with constant c+c->. • 
Theorem "5.8. If L is in IL, • then so is L(a,b,). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of theorem 5.7. • 
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Recall now the language Lg = {xuu^#vv^y I x, y, u, v in Z*} of the third sec­
tion. There we have shown that Lg is in IL but not in IL/. Let a > 1 and define 
K5 = L6C4a, 1). By theorem 5.6 is in GOL, and by theorem 5.7 it is in IL. We 
will now show that K5 is not in IL; thus placing K5 into area 5 of figure 11. Sup­
pose K5 satisfies IQ with constant c. Let n ^ 2 be an integer that satisfies 
9.22an-2 > 9c.[(4a+2)n + ^ (*) 
and denote a = (4a+2)n + 1. Define 
OCT = { f"uu®#vv®g" I I u I = I VI =an ; Uj ^ Uj+j and Vj ^ Vj^i for 1 < i < an }. 
Then Qo- G and HQJI = (3'2®"~^)^ = Note that for each f"wg" in Qo-, 
w does not contain a subword of the form xx^#yy^ except itself. Now put 
m = (3a+l)n + 1. By IQ there exists R Ç Q^- and an i > 0 such that 
IIRII > and IWi JR) Ç Kf. By [*), IIRII > 9.2(^+1)" "2. On the other 
CO 
hand, let r = aiQr2#/3j/32 and s = 8182^172 be two strings in R such that 
I «11 = I §11 = i and I I = 182#yi I = m; i.e., and 82^1 can be 
interchanged without leaving K5. This means that r' = 0^182#/] 182 and 
s' = 8icv2#/3iy2 are in K5. By our choice of m, any (i,m)-window of any word in 
must contain the middle 2an + 1 positions. Note that this implies that 
0 4 i ^ (a+1) n. We will assume that n < i ^ an, leaving the other cases to the 
reader. Our assumption implies the following equalities: 
«1 = f"ui ; a, = UiU : i3i = vvj ; /S, = Vig" 
Si = f"xi : 82 = X2X : y, = yy, ; 72 = Yzg" 
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where u = (uiu2)^, v = (vjVj)®, x = and y = (yiYg)^. Since r' and s' are 
also in K5 our choice of Qo-implies x = (n;X2)^ and y = (yiV2)'^ implying Uj = Xj 
and V2 = y2' This further implies that all strings in R have identical prefixes of 
length I «1 I = i > n and identical sufiBxes of length I #2 I = a—m—1 = 
(a+1) n — i. This means that for words in R we are "free to choose" at most the 
positions i+1 through an+n and 3an+n+2 through 3an+n+l+i, i.e., a total of at 
most an+n positions. Hence IIRII ^ g.2^à+\)n-2 contradicting an earlier conclusion. 
It follows that K5 does not satisfy IQ and hence fits area 5 of figure 11. 
We can now fill the remaining areas of the diagram of figure 11 by using the 
disjoint union idea (see the end of previous section) and defining Kg = K2 U K5, 
K7 = K3 U K5, and Ks = K4 U K5 (these will fit into areas 6, 7 and 8 respec­
tively). We summarize the results of this section in 
Theorem 5.9. The diagram of figure 11 is correct, i.e., none of the areas is empty. 
At this point we can depict some of the results obtained so far in a "three-
dimensional diagram" shown in figure 12. The comparison of context-free and 
linear pumping conditions, see chapter 4, appears here in the (C,L)-plane. The com­
parison between the interchange conditions and the context-free pumping condi­
tions ( linear pumping conditions ) of figure 10 ( figure 11) is demonstrated as the 
(I,C)-plane ( (I,L)-plane ) of figure 12. 
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Figure 12 : Summary of the comparison among context-fi'ee pumping, 
linear pumping and interchange conditions 
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Comparison between IC's and SC's 
Now we will study the relationship between IC's [46, 42] and SC's [49, 24]. 
The result of the comparison is shown in figure 13. 
© \IL. © 
CD © Wl (F © 
Figure 13 : Relationship between interchange and Sokolowski-type conditions 
Our objective here is to show that the diagram of figure 13 is correct. We first 
need a combinatorial lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let 1 < r ^ n be integers and let A be an alphabet with II All = t. Let 
the subset Q G A" have the largest cardinality such that for every 
0 ^ i ^ n—r all the (i,r)-windows In (strings of) Q are distinct. Then 
IIQII = t% 
Proof. Obviously IIQII ^ t''. In the other direction we can construct a set Q G a" 
of cardinality t'' having the desired property as follows: 
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(a) Let i = 0 and Q = Clearly IIQII = t'' and all of the r-windows in Q are dis­
tinct. Proceed to step (b). 
(b) Here all of the (j,r)-windows of Q for 0 ^ j ^ i are distinct. Partition Q into 
t^"* groups,  each group containing t  strings with an identical ( i+l ,r—1)-
window (the last r—1 positions). Extend the length of each string in Q by 
appending every string in the same group with a distinct symbol of A. Strings 
in Q are now of length r+i+l and have distinct (j,r)-windows for 
0 < j ^ i+1. Proceed to step (c). 
(c3 Put i = i+1. If i < n—r then proceed to step (b); otherwise the construction 
has been completed. 
Q now contains only strings of length r + (n—r—1) + 1 = n with all the (j,r)-
windows distinct for every 0 4 j ^ n—r. Also, the cardinality of Q is maintained 
by step (b) and so IIQII = f. • 
We now prove that the interchange condition is stronger than the 
Sokolowski's condition. 
Theorem 5.10. IL G SL. 
Proof. Let L G Z* satisfy IC with constant c. Since, as Horvath [31] observed, 
every language over a two-letter alphabet satisfies SC, we may assume that 
III >3. Let A Ç. Z with HAH > 2 and u^, ug, Ug in Z* such that 
Lj = { U1XU2XU3 I X € A"^ ^ Ç L. 
We want to show that there exist x', x" in A"^, x' ^x", such that u^x uix '^ is in 
L. Let p = I Uj 1 + IU2 I + I U31 and let n be an integer divisible by 8 and large 
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enough to satisfy the inequalities n > 8'max( IU; I, I Uz I, I % I) and 
nn/ 8 
^ 2. By Lemma 5.3 there exists a subset A Ç. A", HAH = 2"' such 
c(2n+p}^ 
that for every 0^1^ 2^ all the (1,2)-windows of A are distinct. Define 
o o 
Qzn+p = {U1XU2XU3 I X in A}. Clearly, Qzn+p G G and 
IIQ2n+pN = IIAII = 2"^ ®. Since L satisfies IC we can take m=n and obtain a subset 
R Ç for which (1) IIRII > ^ 2, and (ii) IW; k(R) G for 
c(2n+pr 
some i ^ 0 and n ^ k > y. Note that for w = U1XU2XU3 in R and for 
n ^ k > -^ every k-window of w contains some -^-window of x. There are 
2 8 
several cases to be argued according to the position 1 of the k-window. We will 
discuss the case when the (i,k)-wlndow includes U2 and leave the other cases to the 
reader. Let r = U1X1X2U2X3X4U3 and s = Uiyjy2U2y3y4U3 be two distinct strings in 
R such that I Xj I = I yj I = 1— I Uj I and IX2U2X3 I = I y2U2y3 I = k. Since the 
length of all these strings is n we must have I X; I = I y; I , 1 =1, 2, 3, 4. By the 
above discussion and by the definition of Qin+p. either X2 or X3 5^y3. Since 
we can Interchange the two windows without leaving L we have UiXiy2U2y3X4U3, 
y 1X2^2X3)^4% in By definition of Oan+p we have X1X2 = X3X4 and 
yiy2 = yay^. Suppose now that we also havexiy2 = y3X4 and yiX2 = X3y4. Since 
Ixjl < 1x3 I Is impossible we must have Ixjl ^ I X3 I and so Xj = X3VJ for-
some Vj. Hence 
X3X4 = XiX, = X3V1X2 ^ X4 = V,X2 
^ Xiy2 = y3X4 = y3ViX2 /% = Xg 
yjX4 = Xiy2 = X3Viy2 =$> y3 = X3. 
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This gives a contradiction which implies that either y^x^ or y^X; 5^ x^y^ 
thus providing us with an unequal pair of strings x' and x" for which uix'u2x"u3 is 
in L. This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
We will now proceed to show that none of the seven areas of figure 13 is 
empty. Let 
Mj = { aP I p prime } (= L5 of figure 10) 
Mz = { a"b"c" In > 0 } 
M3 = I xuu^#w^y I X, y, u, v in E* } (= L(, of figure 10) 
Mb = { uxxy I X ; X, y, u, € Z } (= L,] of figure 10) 
where E = la, b, c}. Mj is in ESL — CFL [18] and Mi is in SL — ESL [24]. More­
over, by corollary 1, Mj is in IL/. Since it is easy to show that M2 is in IL, we 
conclude that M, and Mg fit areas 1 and 2 of figure 13. M3 was shown to be in 
CFL — IL/ and Mg in GOL — IL. Since GOL Ç ESL ( chapter 4 ) M3 and Mg fit 
into areas 3 and 6 of figure 13. The remaining languages can be constructed by dis­
joint unions: M4 = Mj U M3 , M5 = M2 U M3 , My = M; U Mg. Using the clo­
sure under union of all the classes involved (see claim 4 and also [18]) it is 
straightforward to show that M4, M5 and M7 fit areas 4, 5 and 7 of figure 13. We 
summarize in a theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. The diagram of figure 13 is correct, i.e., none of the seven areas in 
the diagram is empty. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
PUMPING CONDITIONS FOR DCFL^ 
Igarashi [32] proved three, rather interesting, pumping lemmas for real-time 
deterministic context-free languages and raised the natural question of the 
suflBciency of these conditions. In this chapter we will show that none of his 
pumping conditions is sufficient. We start by recalling the Igarashi's conditions, 
some relevant definitions and notation used. 
Defining Igarashi's Pumping Conditions 
We first introduce standard notation and terminology, see for example [27, 
29, 32]. A pushdown automaton ( a pda ) is an acceptor with a one-way input tape, 
a pushdown tape, and a finite state control. It can be specified by a 7-tuple M = 
C Q, E, r, 8, qo, ZQ, F ) where Q is a finite set of stales , Z is the input alphabet , I 
is the stack alphabet , F G Q is the set of final states and 8 is a transition function 
from Qx(Z U|e})xrtoa finite subsets of Q x T*. A deterministic pushdown 
automaton ( dpda ) is a pda where the transition function 8 has the following res­
trictions : For each q in Q and Z in T either 8(q, a, Z) contains exactly one element 
for all a in I and 8(q, €, Z) = 0, or 8(q, c, Z) contains exactly one element and 
8(q, a, Z) = 0 for each a in I. A dpda is real-time iff 8(q, e, Z) = 0 for all q in Q 
and Z in T. It is well known that a language is context-free iff it is accepted by 
some pda [27, 29, 32]. A language L is deterministic ( real-time deterministic ) iff it 
can be accepted by some dpda ( real-time dpda ). For a language L over I, ^  is 
an equivalence relation defined on £* : x ^  y iff for every w 6 Z*, xw 6 L iff 
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yw G L. Let X, y € E* such that xy € L. We say that " x can be pumped in xy " if 
X can be factorlzed x = X1X2X3 such that Ixgl ^ 1 and for every t ^0, x^x^x^y 6 L. 
DCFL and DCFL^ denote the classes of deterministic context-free and real-time 
deterministic context-free languages, respectively. 
We now recall the pumping conditions of [32]. 
Igarashi's Condition 1 (IGCi) : language L S Z* satisfies IGCi if there exist con­
stants kj > 0 and k2, depending only on L, such that for every n > 0 and all X;, 
y; e I* Cl <1 <n) if 
(I) i 7^ j implies Xj ^ Xj ( 1 <i, j <n ), and 
(23 for each i, Xiyi 6 L and ly;! <(log2n)/ki + k; 
then there exists an r ( 1 < r < n ) such that Xj can be pumped in x^y^. • 
Igarashi's Condition 2 (IGC2) : language L Ç I* satisfies IGC2 if there exist con­
stants kj, k2 >0 and k^, depending only on L, such that for every n > kj and 
m  > 0  a n d  f o r  a l l  X j ,  y j j ,  W j j  (  1  < i  < n  ;  1  < j  < m  )  i f  
(1) r #s implies Xjyjj ^ x^y;, (l^i^n;l<r, s^m), and 
(2) i 5^ j implies Xj^ir ^ Xjyj, for every prefix y;^ (yj,) of yj^ (yjj, ( 1 <i. 
j<n:l <r, s<m). and 
• (3) XjyijWjj g L and Iwjjl <Clog2m)/k2 + kj, ( 1 ^i 4 n, 1 X-tj <m ) 
then there exist p, q(l<p<n, l<q<m) such that Xp can be pumped in 
XpYpq^pq" 
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Let f be a function from nonnegative integers to non negative integers. 
Non f-characteristic Condition (NCf) : language L Ç S* satisfies NCf if there exist 
integers n, m > 0 such that for all Xj, yjj, Wjj 6 Z* ( 1 < i < n ; 1 < j ^ m ) if con­
ditions (1) and (2) of IGC2 hold then there exist p( 1 ^n} and q ( 1 ^ 
m ) such that [ XpYpqWpq € L and IWpql < f(n) =$» Xp can be pumped in XpYpqWpq ]. 
• 
Language L satisfies the Non-characteristic Condition (NC) if L satisfies NCf 
for every function f ; note that the n and m of NCf may depend on f. We will 
denote the class of languages that satisfy a certain condition by changing the letter 
C to letter L ; for example, IGLj is the class of languages that satisfy IGCi, etc. 
Igarashi [32] proved the following. 
Lemma 6.1. ( Pumping lemma for DCFLj. ) DCFLr G IGLj and DCFLj G 
IGL2 Ç NL • 
Examples of languages in DCFL-NL and IGL1-IGL2 were also given in [32]. 
Languages Satisfying Igarashi's Conditions 
To prove insufiBciency of the Igarashi's pumping conditions we define a 
language-theoretic operation which forces languages to satisfy all those conditions. 
T h i s  o p e r a t i o n ,  w h i c h  w e  s h a l l  d e n o t e  b y  I T ,  w a s  I n t r o d u c e d  i n  [ 2 1 ] .  L e t  A  =  |  1 , 2 }  
a n d  I  =  {  a j j  I  0  <  i .  j  <  3  | .  D e f i n e  t w o  f  u n c t i o n s  f i : I - > Z ( i = l , 2 ) b y :  
fjCajj) = a^j, filajjj = aj^ where m = 1+1 (mod 4). A legal string over Z is any 
string X = a"' • • • 0^" ( m ^ 1 ) with Oi = aoo. n| ^ 1 and 0,+ ] being either fjCaj) 
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or fzCcT;) C 1 < m ). Each legal string x defines a corresponding sequence of fj's 
and the resulting string of subscripts ( of the f/s ) forms the coded string y associ­
ated with X. For example, x = aooaioanauai.iaio is a legal string with associated 
coded string y = 12222. The par iîy of a string ( over Z ) is the sum, modulo 2, of 
all the subscripts i, j ; thus the parity of the string x above is 0+3+2+6+4+5 (mod 
2) = 0. Let L Ç. A*. Define iriL) = | x € E"*" I x is legal and codes some y Ç L } U 
I X ê L"*" I X is illegal and has parity 0 
The following theorem provides the main tool. 
Theorem 1. For any language L G A*, satisfies IGCj, IGC2 and NC. 
4 
Proof. We will show that 7r(L) satisfies IGC2. Let kj = 2^16' . k; = 1 and kj = 0. 
i=0 
Let n > ki, m be integers and x,, yjj, Wjj ( 1 <i <n ; 1 <j <m ) be strings satis­
fying conditions (1), (2) and (3) of IGC2. Then there exists Xp such that IXpl ^5 
( otherwise, there are at most kj distinct Xj's; since n > kj, there exist Xj = Xj for 
some i ^ j which contradicts condition (2) of IGC2 )• Consider this Xp in two cases. 
Case 1 : There exists q ( 1 < q < m ) such that XpypqWpq is legal. If Xp has a doub­
let aa, we have Xp = X1X2X3 where X2 = a ( any of ao ). Then for all i ^0, 
X]X2XjypqWpq is legal and codes the same string that XpypqWpq does. Otherwise, we 
have Xp = x^xixj where Xi = aoo ( the second symbol of Xp ) if XpypqWpq has parity 
0 (1). Then for all i > 0, x^XzXjypqWpq is legal and codes the same string that 
XpYpqWpq does. For i = 0, x^XjypqWpq has parity 0 and is illegal. 
Case 2 : XpypqWpq is illegal and has parity 0. This must be because either the initial 
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symbol is not aoo or the word has bad transition. In any case XpypqWpq contains a 
substring u of length ^2 such that preserving u implies preserving Illegality. Since 
IXpl ^5, there exists a substring v of Xp of length 2 which is disjoint from u. Let 
Xp = X1X2X3 where X2 is a nonempty substring of v of parity 0. There must be such 
X2 consisting of one or two symbols. For if v has one symbol of parity 0, then X; 
can be that symbol. Otherwise v of length 2 will have parity 0 and X2 = v. x^ and 
X3 are defined accordingly. Then for all i ^0, x^XzXjypqWpq is illegal and has the 
same parity as XpypqWpq which is 0. 
In both cases, there exist p C 1 ^ p ^ n ) and q ( 1 ^ q < m ) such that Xp can 
be pumped in XpypqWpq. Hence viL) is in IGL2. Since IGL2 G NL, L satisfies NC. 
Similarly we can show that vih) satisfies IGCi with constants kj = 1 and k2 = 
-log2( ^  16') - 1. • 
1=0 
To construct the appropriate counterexamples we need the following theorem 
whose proof can be obtained by simple constructions. 
Theorem 2. Let L Ç A* and let Y be one of the classes of languages CFL, DCFL 
and DCFL,. Then L € Yiff TKL) € Y. • 
Let Li = { 1'2^2^1111 > l,j >k> 1 }. Li is in DCFL but not in NL [32] ( and 
so not in DCFL^ ). By theorems 1 and 2, L4 = TTCL^) is in IGL2 ( as well as IGLi ) 
and in DCFL but not in DCFL,. Thus the answer to Igarashi's question regarding 
t h e  s u f i B c i e n c y  o f  I G C 2  i s  i n  t h e  n e g a t i v e .  L e t  L 2  =  {  l ' " 2 1 " 2 l ' ' l k  =  m o r k  =  n }  
and L3 = I Pip prime }. It is easy to see that neither L2 nor L3 satisfies IGC2 and 
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that L2 belongs to CFL - DCFL while L3 is not in CFL. Putting L5 = ttCLJ) ancl 
Lg = TrCLj) we obtain an inclusion diagram of figure 14 where the circled number i 
indicates that the language Lj fits exactly that area of the diagram (1 <6 ). 
© V^FL © © 
^DCFL^ 
© © © 
Figure 14 : An inclusion diagram for IGL2 
Now let K2 = i 1'2'lj , i'2jlj I i, j > 1 1. K2 is in CFL but not in DCFL [27] 
and by taking Xj = 1'2', yj = 1 ( 1 <i<n)we can show that K2 is not in IGLj. By 
theorem 1 and 2, K5 = KK?) is in CFL and IGLi but not in DCFL. Let K3 = | 1^1 
p prime } as before. K3 is not context-free and does not satisfy IGCj. Taking Kg = 
by theorem 1 and 2, Kg is in IGLj and still not context-free. Let K4 = 
{ 1'2U''2' I j ^ k > 1, i > 1 In [32], K4 was shown to be in IGLi - IGLi and also 
in DCFL - DCFL^ It follows that language Kj fits area i in figure 15. In this case 
however we have not been able to find a language that fits area 1. 
Despite the fact that IGC2 turned out to be an insuflBcient condition we do not 
yet have a clear and exact picture of the relative strength of the three conditions 
IGCj, IGC2 and NC. We thus formulate the following questions. 
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© © © 
k. DCFL 
© © © 
Figure 15 ; An inclusion diagram for IGLj 
(1) Are IGC2 and NC equivalent ? We know [32] that IGC2 implies NC. 
(2) Is DCFL - IGLj empty ? 
(3) Is IGL2 Ç. IGLi ? We know that there are languages in IGLi - IGL2 [32]. 
(4) Let {fic} be an increasing sequence of functions, i.e., fk+i(n) > f^Cn) for 
all n ( k ^ 1 ). Is the corresponding hierarchy of classes of languages 
{NLfj^} a proper hierarchy ? It can be readily seen that, f <g implies 
NLg g NLf. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
CONCLUSION 
This research was partly motivated by the problem of finding an "easily 
applicable characterization" for the class of context-free languages. Since an inter­
calation property gives a necessary condition for a language that belongs to a cer­
tain class, it is natural to think of an intercalation property as a bridge that might 
lead us to solve the problem. The main contribution of this research is the study 
on the relationships among various Intercalation properties of context-f ree 
languages. Our results are not only the comparisons among existing intercalation 
properties but also include the formulation of the iteration properties of some 
subclasses of context-free languages. Perhaps one of the nicer features of our 
results is in the proof technique that used language operations giving a quick and 
systematic way to obtain the relationship among these various intercalation pro­
perties. 
In chapter 3, we proved an Ogden-type lemma for nonterminal bounded 
languages. The lemma is a generalization of an Ogden's lemma for linear languages. 
As a consequence we also obtained a classical-type of pumping lemma for nonter­
minal bounded languages. It was shown that both Ogden-type conditions and the 
classical-type pumping conditions are not sufficient. We constructed counterexam­
ples at various levels of the Chomsky hierarchy, each of which satisfies the condi­
tions of our pumping lemma ( Ogden-type lemma, respectively ). 
In chapters 4 through 6, we studied various intercalation properties of 
context-free languages. Among the intercalation properties that context-free 
languages have are the general pumping conditions, Sokolowski-type conditions 
and an interchange condition. The general pumping conditions consist of three 
types of conditions: a classical pumping condition, a stronger condition known as 
Ogden's condition and a generalized Ogden's condition which is the strongest condi­
tion among the three. On the other hand, of the Sokolowski-type conditions we 
have only two : Sokolowski's condition and an extended Sokolowski's condition. 
It is shown that Sokolowski's condition can be applied in some cases that the clas­
sical pumping lemma failed. In the general pumping conditions new strings in the 
language are obtained by "standard pumping" and deletion of sub words whereas in 
the interchange lemma new words are produced by sub word-interchanging 
between words in the language. For linear context-free languages, there have been 
developed specialized pumping conditions of the classical pumping type [11, 29]. 
For this class, we have formulated the Ogden-type, the generalized Ogden's condi­
tions and the interchange condition. 
The question that we considered is how these various properties are related 
and how close they are to being sufficient for context-freedom. Are there context-
free languages that do not satisfy any of these linear pumping conditions ? Does a 
language that satisfies a linear pumping condition necessarily satisfies the 
corresponding general pumping condition ? 
In chapter 4, we answered these and many other questions regarding the rela­
tionship among various intercalation properties for context-free languages and the 
relationship between linear and nonlinear [i.e., general) pumping conditions. In 
chapter 5, we have seen three comparisons each of which was between the 
interchange conditions and the general pumping conditions, the linear pumping 
conditions and the Sokolowskl-type conditions. In proving such relationships some 
operations on languages were introduced and their properties related to the class of 
language under consideration were investigated. This allowed a quick and sys­
tematic way to prove the correctness of the various inclusion relationships. 
As a result, firstly we have shown that the linear and the general pumping 
conditions are independent ( as shown in figure 8 ). We can see that a language that 
satisfies the ( most stringent ) generalized linear Ogden's condition need not be 
linear, even if it is context-free. Moreover, simultaneous satisfaction of both linear 
and general pumping conditions does not force a language to satisfy any stronger 
pumping condition, or be ( linear ) context-free. 
Secondly, it was shown that the classical pumping properties and the 
Sokolowski-type conditions are incomparable except for the generalized Ogden's 
condition which is stronger than the extended Sokolowski's condition ( as shown 
in figure 9 ). This implies that the extended Sokolowski's condition is not sufficient. 
In fact, we proved that there are languages that satisfy the extended Sokolowski's 
condition but not the classical pumping condition. 
Finally, we explored the relationships related to the interchange conditions. 
The comparison between the interchange conditions and various pumping condi­
tions for context-free was presented in figure 10 or the (I,C)-plane of figure 12. A 
similar comparison with the linear pumping conditions was shown in figure 11 or 
the (I,L)-plane of figure 12 and the comparison between interchange conditions and 
Sokolowski-type conditions was given in figure 13. We can see that the interchange 
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condition for context-free languages is strictly stronger than the Sokolowski's con­
dition while being incomparable with the extended Sokolowski's condition. 
In chapter 6, we discussed Igarashi's pumping conditions for real-time deter­
ministic context-free languages. We answered an open problem, formulated by 
Igarashi, regarding the suflQciency of these three conditions. Indeed we have shown 
that none of them is sufiBcient. Our discussion ended by suggesting future research 
related to the relative strength of the above three conditions. 
In conclusion, in this thesis we have developed several Intercalation conditions 
for some subclasses of context-free languages and also presented a rather complete 
comparison of these conditions, especially for the full class of context-free 
languages. 
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